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Abstract 
Epitaxial growth of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers with different Al composition has 
been performed by using the metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) technique. 
A two-step overgrowth technique has been developed to both improve the crystal quality and 
address the cracking issue simultaneously for the AlGaN growth.  Comprehensive studies on 
the structural and optical properties of the AlGaN overgrowth layers have been performed.  
Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers with various Al compositions have been obtained with 
two different approaches. The first one is the standard AlGaN growth on the planar (10-10) m-
plane sapphire substrates with either AlN or GaN buffer layer. Semi-polar AlGaN multiple 
quantum wells (MQWs) with various QW thickness grown on this standard template show no 
clear blueshift in optical emission wavelength with increasing excitation power, indicating the 
absence of quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE). However, this method results in inadequate 
crystal quality and serious wafer cracking in the epilayers.  
To address both issues, another approach - a two-step overgrowth technique - has been 
developed. With such overgrowth technique, we have achieved thick (> 2 μm) and crack-free 
semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers grown on the top of nearly but not yet fully-coalesced GaN 
overgrown on micro-rod arrayed templates. These overgrowth layers with the Al composition 
up to 55.3% exhibit the best crystal quality ever achieved compared to other reports. 
A comprehensive investigation on the reduction of defects including the basal-plane 
stacking faults (BSFs) and strain relaxation has been carried out on the AlGaN overgrowth 
layers. Detailed X-ray diffraction measurements in on-axis and off-axis planes for different 
AlGaN structures indicate significantly reduced dislocation density in the AlGaN overgrowth 
samples. The BSF density is also found to be greatly reduced with the overgrowth technique 
by performing both the (11-22) reciprocal space mapping (RSM) and the low temperature (LT) 
photoluminescence (PL) measurements.  
The in-plane and out-of-plane strain in the overgrown AlGaN layers have been calculated 
by adopting a triclinic unit cell model, exhibiting anisotropic strain along two primary in-plane 
directions and even compressive instead of tensile in-plane strain. The great strain relaxation 
has been attributed to the residual voids formed within the underlying GaN during the 
overgrowth process. It has been found that large lattice tilts between the AlGaN and the GaN 
are present, which also confirms dramatic strain relaxation along the in-plane direction.  
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Furthermore, the optical properties of the AlGaN samples with Al composition ranging 
from 32.0% to 55.3% have been investigated systematically. Both the near-band-edge (NBE) 
and BSFs-related emission are studied by LT PL and room temperature cathodoluminescence 
(CL) measurements. The energy separation between the two emission peaks increases with 
increasing Al composition, which is mainly ascribed to the compositional discrepancy within 
BSF regions and enhanced QCSE also within the BSF regions. 
Temperature-dependent PL measurements have also been performed to study the exciton 
localization effect in both emission regions, showing the localization depth of the BSFs-related 
emission is larger than that of the NBE in each sample. More importantly, a detailed 
comparison study has been performed on these semi-polar AlGaN samples and their c-plane 
AlGaN counterparts with similar Al composition. All the semi-polar AlGaN samples show a 
clear reduction in exciton localization depth and PL linewidth compared with their c-plane 
counterparts. These results presented demonstrate that semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN may be more 
favourable to be employed towards deep UV laser diodes than c-plane AlGaN. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Group III-nitride semiconductors, including GaN, AlN, InN and their ternary and 
quaternary alloys have attracted much attention due to their unique properties for 
optoelectronic and electronic applications. The last two decades have seen the remarkable 
breakthroughs on the research and development of III-nitride materials and devices, which have 
led to the award of the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2014 [1]. III-nitride-based optoelectronics 
such as blue/green/white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and violet/blue laser diodes (LDs) have 
been successfully commercialized after a period of tremendous growth and rapid progress. 
Alongside this, other applications in power electronics, e.g. radio frequency power amplifiers 
[2] and high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) [3] have also experienced remarkable 
success during the same period. Solid-state lighting based on III-nitride LEDs is replacing the 
conventional light bulbs to bring a revolution in energy technologies and change the entire 
human life in this century [4].  
While III-nitride emitters working in the visible spectral range (400 – 700 nm) have made 
unparalleled progress during recent years, ultraviolet (UV) emitters especially deep UV (DUV) 
(< 300nm) emitters based on Al-containing alloys, e.g. AlGaN or AlInGaN are less developed 
due to technique difficulties. Although considerable effort has been paid in short-wavelength 
UV emitters due to their wide applications [5] in air/water purification, UV curing, information 
storage and short-range communication etc., big gaps between the visible and UV devices in 
terms of device performance still remain.  
This chapter starts with an overview of the development of III-nitrides, particularly on 
AlGaN-based structures and devices. Subsequently, current status and technical issues of 
AlGaN-based UV emitters are presented, followed by the motivation and aims of our research 
on semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN. Finally, the structure of this thesis is explained. 
1.1 Research History of III-nitride UV Devices 
Although the research on III-nitrides could be traced back to the 1930s when the GaN 
crystal was first synthesized [6], high-quality materials required for III-nitride-based devices 
have only been realised in the past two decades, which could be attributed to a lot of pioneering 
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work done by the three Nobel Prize laureates, who are Prof. I. Akasaki, Prof. H. Amano and 
Prof. S. Nakamura. The method used for the heteroepitaxial growth of III-nitrides with a low-
temperature GaN or AlN nucleation layer was developed around the nineties, which enables 
high crystal quality epilayers grown on foreign substrates (e.g. sapphire) [7-8]. Alongside this, 
p-type GaN, which was unachievable previously, was realized by using either low-energy 
electron beam irradiation [9] or N2-ambient thermal annealing [10]. The two-step growth 
technique and development of n-type and p-type materials led to the rapid growth and progress 
for developments of III-nitride visible LEDs and LDs.  
The research about III-nitride UV devices initiated in the 1990s, just after the time when 
Amano first demonstrated the use of low-temperature AlN buffer layer and Nakamura first 
introduced low-temperature GaN nucleation layer to improve the quality of epilayers 
significantly. The first AlGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (MQW) LED emitting at 353 nm 
was reported by Han et al. from Yale University in 1998 [11]. Afterwards researchers from the 
worldwide groups such as University of South Carolina, RIKEN, and Northwestern University 
shortened the emission wavelength further by adopting different structures. The shortest 
wavelength of an AlN LED is 210 nm, which was achieved by Taniyasu et al. from NTT in 
2006 [12].  
Table 1.1 Some milestones in the development of III-nitride-based UV LEDs and LDs. 
Key Achievements Contributors, Year Reference 
First AlGaN-GaN-AlGaN MQWs Khan et al, 1990 [13] 
First AlGaN/GaN MQW LED (353nm) Han et al, 1998 [11] 
First 352-nm LED on bulk GaN Nishida et al, 2001 [14] 
First 305-nm AlInGaN LED Khan et al, 2001 [15] 
First 280-nm LED with AlInGaN MQWs Yasan et al, 2002 [16] 
First 250-nm AlGaN LED Adivarahan et al, 2002 [17] 
First AlGaN MQW LD < 360 nm Kneissl et al, 2003 [18] 
First 350.9 nm AlGaN/GaN LD Iida et al, 2004 [19] 
First 210-nm AlN LED Taniyasu et al, 2006 [12] 
Stimulated emission from AlN at 214nm Shatalov et al, 2006 [20] 
First 336-nm AlGaN MQW LD Yoshida et al, 2008 [21] 
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For the AlGaN-based UV LDs, the first device operating at wavelengths below 360 nm 
was reported by Kneissl et al in 2003 [18]. And the shortest wavelength which has been 
achieved is 336 nm, reported by Hamamatsu Photonics in 2008 [21].  
Some milestones in the development of AlGaN-based UV devices could be briefly 
summarized in Table 1.1. 
1.2 State-of-the-art and Challenges 
The last decade has seen a significant development of III-nitride UV LEDs due to the 
continuously improved material quality. Current status on the external quantum efficiency 
(EQE) of III-nitride UV LEDs is summarized in Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1 Current status in EQE for AlGaN-based UV LEDs. Taken from [22]. 
While the EQE achieved for LEDs emitting in the near-UV and visible spectral ranges is 
as high as 60-80%, the figure for UV LEDs shorter than 365 nm is at least one order of 
magnitude less [22]. A record EQE up to 14.3 % in a DUV LED was reported by UV Craftory 
in 2014 [23]. Very recently, an even higher EQE > 20 % for a UV LED operating at 275 nm 
was reported by Takano et al [24].  
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The light output power dramatically decreases when the wavelength becomes shorter. An 
output power of above 30 mW of a 270-nm UV LED has been obtained by Hirayama et al [25], 
whereas only several tens of nW was achieved for the LED emitting at 210 nm [14]. 
Therefore, despite the fact that emission wavelengths of UV LEDs that have been obtained 
span the entire UV-A (400-320 nm) and UV-B (320-280 nm) range and even goes though the 
UV-C (280-200nm) range, AlGaN-based UV LEDs suffer from relatively low EQE and light 
output power. 
Generally, the energy conversion efficiency or the wall plug efficiency (WPE) of LEDs is 
described by the following equation: 
𝑊𝑃𝐸 =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐼∙𝑉
= 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 ∙
ℏ𝜔
𝑒∙𝑉
          (1.1) 
where Pout is the light output power, I the injection current, V the operation voltage, ħω the 
energy of photons and ηEQE the EQE. There are three factors that affect the EQE - the carrier 
injection efficiency (inj), the radiative recombination efficiency (rad) and the light extraction 
efficiency (ext). The relation between these factors can be expressed as: 
EQE = inj  rad  ext = IQE ext               (1.2) 
All factors that limit these efficiencies will consequently limit the EQE and affect the device 
performance. 
Material Quality   
AlGaN is currently the most promising candidate for DUV LEDs. Many problems 
encountered in developing AlGaN-based UV LEDs are related with the crystal quality of this 
material. The large lattice mismatch between the foreign substrate and the AlN epilayers 
generates high density of threading dislocations (typically in the order of 1010 cm-2), which 
normally act as non-radiative recombination centres and hence reduce the radiative 
recombination efficiency. The growth of AlGaN, compared with GaN, is also more difficult 
due to a much larger sticking coefficient and lower surface mobility of Al adatoms, which 
contributes to a high density of extended defects, such as dislocations and grain boundaries, 
and poor surface morphology [26]. Furthermore, the pre-reaction between the Al precursors 
(trimethylaluminium or triethylaluminium) and ammonia (NH3) resulting in gas-phase 
byproduct formation makes the epitaxy of high-quality AlGaN even more difficult. 
Another challenge about growth is the strain management to enable the achievement of 
thick and crack-free AlGaN epilayers. AlGaN grown on GaN templates normally suffers from 
tensile stress which leads to the wafer cracking and disrupts the fabrication of devices such as 
LEDs. With increasing the Al content, this issue becomes more severe. 
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Quantum-confined Stark Effect (QCSE) 
 
Figure 1.2 Illustration of QCSE showing the band bending, electron and hole wave 
functions separation in the active regions of c-plane and non-polar structures. 
The quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE), which is induced by the spontaneous and 
piezoelectric polarization fields in active regions along the polar direction, is another major 
obstacle for obtaining high efficiency UV LEDs. The strain owing to the lattice mismatch 
between the QW and the barrier results in piezoelectric charges at the interfaces, leading to the 
formation of the piezoelectric field. These polarization fields could cause the bending of the 
valence and conduction bands, leading to the separation of electron and hole wave functions 
[27], as shown in Figure 1.2. The fields become stronger with increasing Al content. 
Consequently, probabilities of the radiative recombination within the active regions decrease 
and the internal quantum efficiency is to be potentially reduced. 
Doping 
In addition to the issues in epitaxial growth, both the n- and p-type doping in AlGaN are 
more difficult than GaN due to the higher ionization energies of donors (e.g. silicon) and 
acceptors (e.g. magnesium) in AlGaN, which leads to lower ionization efficiencies. This 
becomes more severe in AlGaN layers with higher Al compositions as the activation energy 
also increases, resulting in higher resistivity and non-uniformity of current injection for devices, 
so-called “current crowding” [26]. P-type doping in high-Al-composition AlGaN is even more 
challenging as the binding energy of Mg acceptors becomes larger, leading to much lower hole 
concentration. Studies of Mg-doped p-type AlGaN layers have shown that activation energy of 
Mg acceptors increases from 150 meV in GaN to 310 meV in Al0.27Ga0.73N and will further 
increase as the Al content increases [28]. In addition to the high resistivity, it is also difficult 
to achieve an ohmic contact to p-AlGaN, which is mainly attributed to the doping issue as well 
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as the lack of metals with work function larger than p-AlGaN [29]. The Mg-related 
compensating defects in addition to the background defects in p-AlGaN result in low 
uncompensated acceptor density (which is equal to Na - Nd, where Na and Nd are the doping 
density of acceptors and donors respectively), which hinders the formation of ohmic contact 
[30-31]. It is also understood that surface states in AlGaN play an important role for the ohmic 
contact formation [32]. 
Light extraction 
Another challenge in the UV LEDs is the low light extraction efficiency, which is mainly 
due to the strong UV absorption of the materials beneath the QWs or above the QWs. The 
devices grown on either Si or SiC substrates, or on thick GaN templates on sapphire substrates, 
exhibit strong absorption in UV regions. Indium-tin-oxide (ITO), which is widely used as the 
current spreading layers in InGaN-based visible LEDs, is not suitable for the UV-emitting 
devices owing to the strong UV absorption as well. In addition, the absorption of UV light from 
the p-GaN contact layers and typical semi-transparent metal contacts, e.g. Ni/Au, decreases the 
extraction efficiency further [26]. Although these contact layers are quite thin, the absorption 
coefficient increases at the shorter wavelengths.  
Another limiting factor to obtain high extraction efficiency involves the light polarization 
property of the AlN material. Owing to the different symmetry of sub-bands in the topmost 
valance band in AlN [33], the optical transitions from the top valence sub-band in c-plane AlN 
is polarized parallel to the c-axis, e.g. E // c, whereas the corresponding transition in GaN is E 
 c. Such out-of-plane polarization property (e.g. E // c) in the c-plane AlN or high-Al-content 
AlGaN is a drawback for the light extraction. 
1.3 Motivation and Aim 
The motivation of this research derives from the wide applications of AlGaN-based UV 
devices emitting at different UV spectral ranges, as shown in Figure 1.3. The largest potential 
market for UV LEDs may be water purification/disinfection. Compared with conventional UV 
light sources, e.g. mercury lamps, UV LEDs show obvious advantages, such as compact and 
flexible, fast on/off switches, and environmental friendliness. With further improvements, they 
are expected to have long lifetime and low cost. Such application can be also applied to 
disinfection in food industry and medical areas as well. As DUV LDs with shorter emission 
wavelength enable the light beam into a smaller spot, they can be used to significantly increase 
the information storage density in optical data storage media. In addition, UV curing in dental 
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products, polymers and adhesives has already found many applications. Other applications 
such as biochemical detection, short-range communication and special lighting (light source 
for spectroscopy, illumination for white light and banknote) are also promising. 
 
Figure 1.3 A variety of applications of UV LEDs emitting at different wavelengths and 
the corresponding quantum efficiencies. 
Despite of the wide-range applications mentioned above, critical technical issues have 
significantly impeded further improvements of AlGaN-based UV emitters. Therefore, this 
thesis focuses on the development and studies of the growth of the high-Al-composition AlGaN  
epilayers with the metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) technique as well as 
characterization of these AlGaN layers, in order to exploit their applicability for the UV devices. 
To address some critical technical issues in the conventional c-plane AlGaN devices, such as 
cracking, high dislocation densities and severe QCSE, we have performed the AlGaN growth 
on a semi-polar direction, i.e. (11-22), with a two-step overgrowth technique. 
The aim of this work is to achieve high-quality and crack-free semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN 
epilayers with high Al composition, which are highly desired for high efficiency UV emitters. 
The AlGaN layers grown with the standard approach on planar substrates and with a two-step 
overgrowth technique on micro-rod arrayed templates were studied respectively. Also, we 
performed a comprehensive investigation on the AlGaN overgrowth layers, aiming to establish 
an in-depth understanding of their structural and optical properties. Detailed characterization 
on the defect reduction  and strain relaxation as well as optical investigation towards the high-
quality semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN epilayers with high Al composition were performed.  
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1.4 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is organized as follows. 
Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction on III-nitride-based UV emitters, including the 
research history, the state-of-the-art and challenges. The motivation and aim of research on 
semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is also presented. 
In Chapter 2, a general background of III-nitride semiconductors is described, including 
the physics of III-nitride semiconductors, the basic knowledge of the semi- and non-polar 
planes, defects and epitaxial growth of III-nitrides.  
Chapter 3 introduces the experimental techniques used in this work, comprising of the 
epitaxy technology, namely MOCVD, as well as characterization techniques including 
Nomarski microscope, X-ray diffraction, photoluminescence, etc.  
Chapter 4 shows the epitaxial growth of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN epilayers with the 
standard approach, where AlGaN is directly grown on AlN or GaN buffer layer on m-plane 
sapphire. Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs with various QW thickness grown on standard 
AlGaN templates are also studied to investigated the QCSE within the semi-polar MQWs. 
In Chapter 5, a two-step overgrowth technique for semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN growth is 
developed in order to improve the crystal quality and address the cracking issue. Semi-polar 
AlGaN with different Al composition grown on overgrown GaN on micro-rod arrayed 
templates is obtained. Details on template fabrication, overgrowth procedures are present. 
Basic structural and optical properties of AlGaN overgrowth samples are also present and 
analysed. 
In Chapter 6, structural properties of the high quality semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers 
with the overgrowth technique are further investigated. X-ray diffraction, along with the LT 
photoluminescence measurements, have been performed to investigate the mechanism of 
defect reduction in the overgrowth sample. And the strain state of the AlGaN is studied by the 
XRD calculation and is further investigated by the reciprocal space mapping. 
In Chapter 7, optical investigation of high quality semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is performed 
systematically. The LT and temperature-dependent photoluminescence as well as room 
temperature cathodoluminescence measurements have been employed in order to study the 
optical properties (in particular exciton localization) of both the near-band-edge (NBE) 
emission and the BSFs-related emission. 
Chapter 8 is the summary and outlook. 
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Chapter 2 Background 
2.1 General Introduction to Semiconductors 
Semiconductors are a group of materials with their conductivity between insulators and 
conductors. The unique behaviour on the electrical conductivity is determined by band 
structures which consist of the conduction band and the valence band. The conduction band is 
defined as the lowest unfilled energy band and the valence band is the highest energy band 
occupied by the valence electrons [1]. These two bands overlap in conductors such as metals, 
whereas they are separated by a forbidden gap in semiconductors and insulators. 
The forbidden gap which refers to the energy difference between the bottom of the 
conduction band and the top of the valence band, is the band gap [1]. Based on the specific 
band structure, band gaps of semiconductors are divided into two classes: a direct band gap 
and an indirect band gap, as shown in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic band structure of the direct and indirect gap. A change in 
momentum in an optical transition is shown in the indirect gap.   
In direct-band-gap semiconductors such as GaAs, InP and GaN, the top of the valence 
band has the same value of momentum with the bottom of the conduction band, whereas in 
indirect-band-gap semiconductors such as Si and Ge the momentums are different. Such 
difference affects their optical properties significantly. The radiative recombination in a direct-
band-gap semiconductor is quite fast as electrons can recombine with holes directly without 
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changing momentums. However, in the indirect-band-gap semiconductors, such process must 
be mediated by a phonon (or lattice vibration) in order to either gain or lose momentum, which 
makes the process far slower. This explains why optoelectronic devices such as LEDs and LDs 
are almost always made of direct-band-gap materials like GaAs, InP, GaN, etc. 
The properties of intrinsic semiconductors could be changed by introducing additional 
impurities, which are known as dopants. Adding donor impurity atoms with more valence 
electrons into the solids produces n-type semiconductors as they provide excess valence 
electrons to the semiconductors, such as phosphorus-doped Si or Ge. Alternatively, adding 
acceptor impurity atoms with less valence electrons produces p-type semiconductors as they 
accept electrons from the intrinsic semiconductors and hence generate electron deficiencies, 
namely “holes”, such as B-doped Si. In both cases, an energy level of donor impurities close 
to the conduction band and an acceptor impurity level close to the valence band are then 
introduced respectively into the electronic energy band, which will affect both the electrical 
and optical performance of semiconductors greatly.  
For III-nitride compound semiconductors, the most commonly used n-type and p-type 
dopants are Si and Mg respectively [2]. 
2.2 Physics of III-nitride Semiconductors 
 
Figure 2.2 Band gaps of the common compound semiconductors versus their in-plane 
lattice constants. Taken from [3]. 
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2.2.1 Material Property 
The energy gaps of several compound semiconductors versus their in-plane lattice 
constants are shown in Figure 2.2.  
As we know, II-VI compounds had attracted much attention over a period of time owing 
to their wide applications in light emitters and detectors [4]. These compounds have the same 
crystal structure and very close lattice constants to GaAs, which enables the lattice-matched 
epitaxy and high-quality II-VI layers. However, the severe stability problems e.g. short 
lifetimes, have prevented II-VI based light emitters from commercialization.  
III-nitride compound semiconductors, normally grown at high temperature (> 1000 0C) 
exhibit excellent chemical and thermal stability. With direct and wide band gaps, the emission 
spectrum of III-nitrides spans from infrared, visible to ultraviolet, which makes them promising 
candidates for optoelectronic devices, especially for blue, green and ultraviolet light emitters.  
Table 2.1 Some important parameters of GaN and other semiconductors. 
 GaN 6H-SiC 4H-SiC GaAs Si Diamond 
Band gap 
/eV 
3.39 2.86 3.26 1.42 1.12 5.45 
Electron saturation 
velocity /107s 
2.5 2.2 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.7 
Electron mobility 
/[cm2/(Vs)] 
1200 (Bulk) 400 700 8500 1350 1900 
Breakdown 
voltage/105Vcm-1 
26 24 20 6 3 56 
Dielectric 
constant 
9 9.7 10 12.5 11.9 5.5 
Thermal conductivity 
/[W/(cmK)] 
1.3 4.9 4.9 0.46 1.5 20 
 
In addition, due to the large breakdown voltage and high electron saturation velocity, GaN 
based high power and high frequency transistors have also gained much attraction and have a 
wide application field. AlGaN/GaN based HEMTs have been commercialized since 2006, and 
have been applied to various wireless infrastructure applications due to their high efficiency 
and high voltage operation [5].  
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Table 2.1 lists some basic physical parameters of III-nitride semiconductors and other 
important semiconductors. 
2.2.2 Crystal Structure  
III-nitride compounds can crystallize in three crystal structures: wurtzite, zinc blende and 
rock salt. The wurtzite and zinc blende structures can be stabilized in the epitaxial growth while 
the rock salt structure is only possible under high pressure. As the wurtzite is more stable 
thermodynamically at ambient conditions, bulk GaN, AlN and InN of wurtzite structure are 
more common.  
The wurtzite and zinc blende structures of GaN are shown in Figure 2.3. 
Crystallographically, both structures are very similar and closely related. Each Ga (or nitrogen) 
atom in the lattice is coordinated by four nitrogen (or Ga) atoms. The main difference between 
the wurtzite lattice and the zinc blende lattice is the stacking sequence in the close-packed 
planes. The Bravais lattice of the zinc blende structure is cubic, containing four Ga elements 
and four nitrogen elements in a unit cell. And the stacking sequence for the (111) close-packed 
planes in this structure is: 
… GaANAGaBNBGaCNCGaANAGaBNBGaCNC… 
The wurtzite structure has a hexagonal unit cell, consisting of alternating diatomic close-packed 
(0001) planes of Ga and N pairs, and the stacking sequence in this direction is changed to: 
… GaANAGaBNBGaANAGaBNBGaANAGaBNB… 
 
Figure 2.3 The ball-and-stick model for the wurtzite and zinc blende unit cells in GaN. 
The different stacking sequence along the c direction is present. 
For the wurtzite structure, the axis that is perpendicular to the hexagonal unit cell is 
normally labelled as c-axis, which has the lattice constant c. And in the basal plane, there are 
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two lattice constants a and b which are equal, a = b. The space group of wurtzite structure is 
C6v
4-P63mc, and the two inequivalent atom positions in the lattice are (1/3, 2/3, 0) and (1/3, 2/3, 
u), where u is the internal structure parameter defined by the anion–cation bond length (or the 
nearest neighbour) divided by the lattice constant c. In an ideal wurtzite structure, u is equal to 
3/8 and the ratio of c/a is √8/3 = 1.633. However, a certain degree of deviation will occur if 
the wurtzite lattice is distorted from the ideal geometry.  
Some crystal lattice parameters of the wurtzite III-nitride semiconductors are listed in 
Table 2.2 below. 
Table 2.2 Some crystal lattice parameters of the wurtzite III-nitrides. 
 
Lattice constant/Å Internal parameter 
u 
Bond energy 
/eV/bond 
Bond length 
/ Å a c 
GaN 3.189 5.185 0.377 2.20 1.94 
AlN 3.111 4.978 0.382 2.88 1.89 
InN 3.544 5.718 0.379 1.93 2.15 
 
For III-nitride alloys, the lattice parameter dependence on alloy composition obeys the 
linear Vegard’s law [6]. For instance, lattice constants of AlxGa1-xN alloys are determined by 
the lattice constant of both the GaN and the AlN with the following equation: 
𝑎𝐴𝑙𝑥𝐺𝑎1−𝑥𝑁 = (1 − 𝑥) ∙ 𝑎𝐺𝑎𝑁 + 𝑥 ∙ 𝑎𝐴𝑙𝑁    (2.1) 
where aAlN and aGaN are the lattice constant of the AlN and GaN respectively, and x is the AlN 
mole fraction.  
2.2.3 Electronic Band Structure  
As III-nitrides can be crystalized either in a wurtzite or zinc blende structure, the 
corresponding band gap could be different (see Table 2.3). For instance, the energy gap of 
wurtzite GaN (3.50 eV, 0K) is higher than that of zinc blende GaN (3.30 eV, 0K). It is also 
found that band gaps will shrink with increasing temperature, which is typically described by 
the Varshni’s empirical expression: 
Eg(T) = Eg(0)  T2 / ( + T)         (2.2) 
where Eg(T) and Eg(0) are the band gaps at T K and 0 K respectively, and α and β are the fitting 
parameters.  
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For the ternary alloy like AlxGa1-xN, the energy gap strongly depends on the Al 
composition. However, the composition dependence of AlxGa1-xN band gap is nonlinear, which 
is normally approximated by the following empirical expression [7]: 
𝐸𝑔(𝐴𝑙𝑥𝐺𝑎1−𝑥𝑁) = 𝑥 ∙ 𝐸𝑔(𝐴𝑙𝑁) + (1 − 𝑥) ∙ 𝐸𝑔(𝐺𝑎𝑁) − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑥 ∙ (1 − 𝑥)     (2.3) 
where 𝐸𝑔(𝐺𝑎𝑁) and 𝐸𝑔(𝐴𝑙𝑁) are band gaps of the GaN and AlN respectively, and b is the 
bowing parameter which accounts for the deviation of the AlxGa1-xN band gap from linearity. 
The reported values of b vary in a large range from -0.8 eV to +2.6 eV, which has been 
attributed to different strain state in epilayers due to substrates and buffer layers used, growth 
conditions, layer thickness, chemical ordering of the alloy, cracking of the layer, etc [8]. 
Table 2.3 lists some parameters of the band structure for wurtzite III-nitrides. 
Table 2.3 Some parameters of the band structure in wurtzite III-nitrides [9]. 
  GaN  AlN  InN  
Eg (0K) 
/eV 
Wurtzite 3.50 6.28 0.69 [10] 
Zinc Blende 3.30 5.35 - 
Varshni 
parameters 
 /meVK-1 0.909 1.799 0.245 
 /K 830 1462 624 
Crystal field splitting Δcr /meV 42 -217 41 
Spin-orbit coupling Δso /meV 13 19 1 
 
For optoelectronic applications, the most important band structure of wurtzite nitrides is 
the direct band gap which allows fast radiative recombination and efficient light emission for 
LEDs and LDs. Since the structures of the valance and conduction band near the Γ-point (k=0) 
in III-nitrides are strongly non-parabolic, the effective mass approximation which is quite 
useful for some III-V compounds like GaAs has severe limitation [9]. Also, owing to the crystal 
field splitting and the spin-orbit coupling, the topmost of the valence band near the Γ-point is 
split into three sub-bands, usually called A (Γ9), B (Γ7) and C (Γ7) sub-band. Consequently, 
there are three band gap excitons in wurtzite nitrides, namely A-, B- and C-excitons.  
The schematic band structure of wurtzite GaN and AlN near the Γ-point is shown in Figure 
2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram for the band structure of the wurtzite GaN and AlN. The 
symmetry of sub-bands is changed from Γ9, Γ7, Γ7 in GaN to Γ7, Γ9, Γ7 in AlN. 
Note that the crystal field splitting energy is a positive value for GaN and a negative value 
for AlN, as shown in Table 2.3, the hole band sequence near the Γ-point is changed from HH, 
LH, CH for GaN to CH, HH, LH for AlN, and the corresponding symmetry of sub-bands is 
changed from Γ9, Γ7, Γ7 for GaN to Γ7, Γ9, Γ7 for AlN [9]. Thus, photons emitted due to optical 
transition from conduction band to the top valence sub-band in GaN are polarized 
perpendicular to the c axis of the crystal (E  c) while the corresponding transition in AlN is 
parallel to the c axis (E ǁ c). This phenomenon results in strongly anisotropic emission 
properties in AlN but almost isotropic emission properties in GaN, leading to different light 
extraction efficiency between c-plane AlGaN-based LEDs and GaN-based LEDs (regardless 
of the absorption issue in UV LEDs).  
For the AlGaN, polarization of the luminescence strongly depends on the Al composition, 
and  it could change from E  c to E ǁ c as the Al composition increases from 0 to 1. Such 
emission property is usually characterized by the polarization degree ρ, which is defined 
through intensities of integrated PL components E  c (I||) and E ǁ c (I⊥) as the following 
equation: 
ρ =
𝐼⊥−𝐼∥
𝐼⊥+𝐼∥
        (2.4) 
Since polarization of the c-plane AlGaN emission strongly influences the light escape 
from the epilayers, it is of crucial importance for III-nitride based light emitters, especially for 
those with high-Al-content AlGaN UVC devices [8]. 
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2.3 Semi-polar and Non-polar  
2.3.1 Polar Plane and Polarity 
Owing to the lack of symmetry along the c axis, the wurtzite III-nitride crystals exhibit 
crystallographic polarity. This means III-nitride surfaces have either a (Ga, Al, In) polarity (or 
“face”) with group III atoms terminated, or a N polarity (or “face”) with N atoms terminated. 
The corresponding planes are denoted as (0001) and (000-1) respectively, as shown in Figure 
2.5. For the GaN, (0001) plane is also known as the Ga-polar plane while (000-1) plane known 
as the N-polar plane [11]. 
 
Figure 2.5 The ball-and-stick model of the crystal structure of wurtzite nitrides with Ga 
face or N face. 
Many properties of the material are affected by its polarity. For instance, the MOCVD-
grown GaN with Ga face normally exhibits a smooth surface, whereas a hexagonal-facetted 
surface is often observed for GaN with N face [12]. The Ga face also exhibits much stronger 
stability in the wet chemical etching than the N face. Therefore, H3PO4- or KOH-based etchants 
are usually used to determine the polarity of III-nitrides as they can etch the N-polar surface 
easily whereas the surface morphology of the Ga-polar surface almost remains intact [11]. 
Other material properties such as incorporation of impurities (or doping), defect generation and 
piezoelectricity are also influenced by the polarity [13]. 
2.3.2 Spontaneous and Piezoelectric Polarization 
The polarization in wurtzite III-nitrides due to heterointerfaces (spontaneous component) 
and strain (piezoelectric component) can be understood with Figure 2.6, where a tetrahedral 
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bond between Ga atoms and N atoms is illustrated. The direction of polarization vector P0 is 
from N to Ga due to the electron cloud being closer to the N atoms. The cumulative polarization 
of the triply bonded atoms is along the c-direction. For an ideal GaN tetrahedron, both the in-
plane and vertical component of polarization cancel one another and therefore no net 
polarization is exhibited.  
 
Figure 2.6 The ball-and-stick model of a GaN tetrahedron with Ga polarity and N polarity. P0 
is the spontaneous polarization vector of the Ga-N bond and  P0zr is the z-component (along 
c-direction) of P0. Taken from [11]. 
However, when a heterointerface such as AlN/GaN structure is formed (assuming an AlN 
bilayer on top of the GaN bilayer with Ga polarity in Figure 2.6), due to the larger 
electronegativity of AlN than GaN, the net z-component of the polarization vector in triply 
bonded N-Al is larger in amplitude than the single Ga-N bond, and consequently there would 
be a net interfacial polarization in the vertical direction even without strain. Therefore, the 
spontaneous polarization at the heterointerfaces derives from the change in electronegativity 
of different materials across the interfaces and its direction can be changed in the Ga-polarity 
and N-polarity film [11].  
On the other hand, if the ideal tetrahedron is under a homogeneous in-plane strain 
(assuming the tensile strain in a Ga-polarity film in Figure 2.6), the cumulative z-component 
of polarization vector involving the triple bonds decreases and cannot cancel the polarization 
of the single bond any more, resulting in a net polarization along the c-direction. Therefore, the 
piezoelectric polarization derives from the strain in an electronegative binary [11]. Obviously, 
the direction of piezoelectric polarization is related to the strain state either compressive or 
tensile strain. 
As shown in Figure 2.7, the direction of the net polarization (or internal polarization fields) 
strongly depends on the strain states (compressive or tensile) and growth orientations (Ga face 
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or N face). The polarization induced built-in electric fields in III-nitrides have been 
demonstrated to be detrimental to the performance of light emitting devices by leading to the 
QCSE in the active regions, thus reducing the internal quantum efficiency of devices. 
 
Figure 2.7 Direction of the polarization field for the spontaneous and piezoelectric 
polarization in different III-nitride epilayers with a Ga or N face. 
2.3.3 Semi-polar and Non-polar Planes 
In addition to the polar plane, i.e. the (0001) c-plane, there are planes perpendicular to the 
c-plane in wurtzite nitrides, called non-polar planes. Such planes include (11-20) or a-plane, 
and (10-10) or m-plane. Crystal planes which are between the polar plane and non-polar planes 
are called semi-polar, such as (10-11), (11-22), (20-21) planes, etc. Some commonly used semi-
polar and non-polar planes are sketched in Figure 2.8, and the inclined angle with respect to 
the c-plane is also shown beside. 
 
Figure 2.8 Some commonly used semi-polar and non-polar planes in the hexagonal crystal 
structure. The inclination angle of each plane with respect to the c-plane is also shown. 
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It has been also found that the polarization electric field is strongly affected by the crystal 
orientation [14], as shown in Figure 2.9, where the polarization field of the AlGaN on GaN 
layers with different Al composition is calculated. It can be seen that for a fixed crystal plane 
(except for non-polar planes and the ~450 inclined plane), the polarization field increases with 
increasing Al composition. The value of polarization field reaches its maximum at c-plane, 
whereas it is significantly reduced at some semi-polar planes such as (11-22) and (20-21), and 
even completely eliminated at non-polar planes. As the conventional epitaxy of III-nitrides is 
performed on c-plane which suffers from the severe polarization field induced QCSE, 
researches from worldwide start to shift their interest to epitaxy on semi-polar or non-polar 
planes to avoid such effect. 
 
Figure 2.9 The piezoelectric polarization 𝑷
𝑳𝒛′
𝒑𝒛
 (a) and difference ∆𝑷𝒛′  of the total 
polarization (b) as a function of the inclination angle for AlGaN on GaN layers. The Al 
content x = 0.1 (1), 0.2 (2), 0.3 (3) and 0.4 (4). Taken from [14]. 
2.3.4 Other Properties  
In addition to the polarization electric field, many other properties of semi-polar and non-
polar planes could differ from c-plane when the crystal orientation varies.  
One of them is the efficiency of indium incorporation. Reports have shown that the semi-
polar (11-22) GaN surface can accommodate more indium atoms due to the lower chemical 
potential [15] required for indium incorporation than other planes. Further studies [16] show 
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that the indium incorporation efficiency into GaN on different semi-polar planes could be 
summarized as: 
(10-11) > (11-22) > (0001) = (20-21) = (10-12)      (2.5) 
 It is also reported that the efficiency of indium incorporation on a non-polar GaN surface 
is much lower than that on the c-plane [17]. This indicates that growing InGaN/GaN structures 
on a semi-polar orientation is more favourable to obtain higher In composition for longer 
wavelength emitters. Actually, InGaN emitters grown on semi-polar (11-22) orientation with 
the emission wavelength up to amber have been reported [18]. 
Moreover, semi-polar and/or non-polar GaN may exhibit different doping behaviours. For 
instance, Tsuchiya et al [19] reported that a Mg-doped a-plane GaN epilayer exhibited 
activation energy of 118 meV for Mg acceptors, which is much lower than that for current c-
plane p-GaN (normally 150–170 meV). A first-principle calculation conducted by Akiyama et 
al [20] also shows that Mg atoms on the surface of (10-1-1) GaN could be more easily 
incorporated into electrically active substitutional lattice sites. 
It has been also reported that the exciton localization energy of semi-polar (20-21) 
InGaN/GaN MQWs is lower than that of the c-plane counterparts [21]. And higher 
homogeneity of indium content within the InGaN QWs is also obtained on the (20-21) GaN 
surface [22]. These results indicate that growth on such a semi-polar plane might be a better 
choice for the green LDs. 
2.4 Defects in III-nitrides 
Defects in crystals can be formed during growth, implantation or thermal treatment. And 
they are typically classified according to their dimensional extension as:  
- Zero-dimensional defects or point defects, such as vacancies, antisites and interstitials;  
- One-dimensional defects or line defects, also called dislocations;  
- Two-dimensional defects or planar defects, such as stacking faults;  
- Three-dimensional defects or bulk defects like voids or pits.  
2.4.1 Point defects 
Point defects in the crystal are generated when an internal atom of the crystal is missing 
or staying in a non-lattice site, or an external atom is introduced into the lattice. These defects 
can be classified as vacancies, self-interstitial atoms, interstitial impurities and substitutional 
(larger or smaller) impurities, as shown in Figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10 Illustration of some common types of point defects in the crystals. Taken 
from [23]. 
Point defects in III-nitride semiconductors - either native defects like N vacancy and Ga 
vacancy or extrinsic contaminants introduced during growth like silicon, oxygen and carbon 
impurities - play important roles in both unintentional and intentional doping. They change the 
electron or hole concentration in n- or p-type semiconductors, affect the mobility of carriers, 
and form either shallow or deep energy levels within the band gap, which finally influences the 
electrical and optical behaviours of materials significantly. For instance, it is believed that 
nitrogen vacancy and/or oxygen contaminants contribute to the unintentional n-type doping in 
GaN [24]. The so-called ‘yellow-band luminescence’ in GaN is attributed to defects such as 
Ga vacancies and oxygen donors [25]. 
2.4.2 Dislocations 
In c-plane III-nitrides, the most prevalent line defects observed are threading dislocations 
(TDs), whose density could be up to 108 – 1010 cm-2. Different to dislocations in the basal plane, 
TDs can propagate to the surface of the films except those that annihilate each other. Generally, 
TDs in c-plane nitrides are divided into three types: edge, screw and mixed dislocations, which 
are generally characterized by their Burgers vectors b that describe the magnitude and direction 
of the lattice distortion. Dislocation lines and Burgers vectors of different TDs in c-plane 
nitrides are schematically shown in Figure 2.11.  
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Figure 2.11 Schematic of the edge (a), screw (b) and mixed (c) threading dislocations in 
c-plane III-nitrides. The corresponding Burgers vector and dislocation line are marked. 
Edge type TDs, also known as a-type, are formed by introducing or subtracting an extra 
half-atom plane in the crystal structure, with a Burgers vector of b = 1/3[11-20] and the 
magnitude of |b| = 1/3a, where a is the in-plane lattice constant. The screw type TDs, also 
known as c-type, is introduced by slipping a half crystal across another by a lattice vector, and 
it has a Burgers vector which is parallel to the dislocation line, normally b = [0001] or [000-1] 
with the magnitude of |b| = c where c is the out-of-plane lattice constant. The mixed type of 
TDs in III-nitrides, also termed as c + a type,  is the combination of pure edge type and screw 
type dislocations, and its Burgers vector is b = 1/3[11-23], which is ~100 inclined with respect 
to the dislocation line [0001].  
In semi-polar and non-polar III-nitrides, however, they also suffer from high density of 
other defects, e.g. stacking faults and partial dislocations, in addition to the pure TDs mentioned 
above. The density of stacking faults in the semi/non-polar nitride films can be 105 ~ 106 cm-1 
and the density of partial dislocations can be up to 1010 cm-3 [26]. Unlike the pure a- or c- type 
dislocation, partial dislocations normally have Burgers vectors which are not translation 
vectors of the lattice and they normally bound to a two-dimensional defect, usually a stacking 
fault. Typical partial dislocations observed in semi/non-polar III-nitrides include Shockley 
partials (b = 1/3[1-100]), Frank partials (b = 1/2[0001] and Frank-Shockley partials (b = 
1/6[20-23]) [27].  
The misfit dislocation (MD) is another type of line defects in III-nitride semiconductors, 
as shown in Figure 2.12. MDs are generated due to the in-plane lattice mismatch between the 
neighbouring layers. As the misfit of in-plane lattice constants increases, the separation of 
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misfit dislocations decreases and the interface becomes incoherent. Therefore, MDs are very 
efficient in relieving strain. 
 
Figure 2.12 Illustration of the misfit dislocation formation due to the lattice mismatch 
between the epilayer and the substrate. 
Different to TDs, MDs in c-plane films are normally confined to the heterointerfaces and 
are not supposed to propagate toward the surface of epilayers. However, in semi-polar or non-
polar III-nitrides, the MD at the interface may connect to a TD resulting from the glide of the 
TD in the slip plane, i.e. the (0001) basal plane, forming a MD-TD configuration [28], as 
illustrated in Figure 2.13 (a). Tyagi et al pointed out that MDs at the (11-22) heterointerfaces 
are consistent with the plastic relaxation by the dislocation glide in the basal plane [29]. Also, 
the MDs have an in-plane Burgers vector component that relieved misfit strain, and a 
perpendicular component responsible for lattice tilt [30], as shown in Figure 2.13 (b). 
 
Figure 2.13 (a) Schematic of the MD-TD configuration in the semi-polar (11-22) (Al, 
In)GaN/GaN heterostructure. (b) Cross-section schematic of the edge MDs array and 
burgers vector decomposition into in-plane components (lattice misfit compensating) and 
perpendicular components (macroscopic-tilt inducing). Taken from [28]. 
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2.4.3 Stacking Faults (SFs) 
Stacking faults (SFs), as a type of planar defects, are often observed in the growth of semi-
polar and non-polar III-nitrides as well as the epitaxial laterally overgrowth of c-plane. Since 
III-nitrides can crystallize either in a hexagonal wurtzite or a cubic zinc blende structure, the 
formation of basal-plane stacking faults (BSFs) could be regarded as local changes from the 
wurtzite phase with the usual …ABABAB… stacking sequence to the cubic phase with the 
usual …ABCABCABC… stacking sequence.  
Four types of BSFs can be found in wurtzite III-nitride semiconductors, as shown in 
Figure 2.14. The three intrinsic BSFs (I1, I2 and I3) are formed by replacing one hexagonally 
close-packed plane with another, i.e. AB  AC or BC, while the extrinsic BSFs (E) result from 
an additional plane insertion. The displacement vectors of four BSFs are also present in Figure 
2.14.  
 
Figure 2.14 Different stacking sequence and displacement vector in three intrinsic BSFs 
(I1, I2 and I3) and the extrinsic BSFs (E). Taken from [31]. 
I1 BSFs are formed by the insertion of an additional basal plane 1/2 [0001] with a further 
slip of 1/3 [1-100], and bounded by Frank-Shockley partial dislocations. It is found that ~ 90% 
BSFs observed in III-nitrides are I1 type, which is due to their lowest formation energy. 
I2 BSFs are formed by a slip of 1/3 [1-100] in the basal plane, and bounded by Shockley 
partial dislocations. I3 BSFs occur from an isolated stacking error and have no bounded 
dislocations. E type BSFs surrounded by Frank dislocations are much less observed 
experimentally as they have the highest formation energy. 
Although SFs are typically bounded by different types of partial dislocations, they can 
also be terminated by other types of stacking faults, free surfaces or interfaces (normally the 
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overgrowth interfaces rather than the planar interfaces). Figure 2.15 shows images of different 
types of SFs in the (11-20) a-plane GaN epilayer taken by the transmission electron microscope. 
 
Figure 2.15 Transmission electron microscope images of a single I1-type BSF (a) and (b) 
prismatic a-plane SFs and partial dislocations. Taken from [32]. 
In addition to the basal-plane SFs, prismatic SFs (PSFs) which occur on prismatic (11-20) 
planes are also found in wurtzite III-nitrides. PSFs are typically bounded by two intersected I1 
BSFs with stair-rod dislocations. The displacement vectors and bounded partial dislocations 
for different SFs are summarized in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 Displacement vectors, stacking sequence and bounded partial dislocations for 
different SFs in semi-polar and non-polar nitrides. Taken from [27]. 
SFs type 
Displacement 
vector, R 
Stacking sequence 
Bounded 
dislocation type 
Burgers vector, 
b 
I1 1/6 [20-23] ABABCBCBC 
Frank-Shockley 
partial 
1/6 [20-23] 
I2 1/3 [1-100] ABABCACAC Shockley partial 1/3 [1-100] 
I3 None ABABCBABA None None 
E 1/2 [0001] ABABCABAB Frank partial 1/2 [0001] 
Prismatic 1/2 [10-11] 
Occurs in {-12-10} 
planes 
Stair rod 
1/6 [20-23], 
1/6 [32-50] 
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2.5 Epitaxial Growth  
2.5.1 Substrate and Lattice Mismatch 
The crystal growth of III-nitrides can be performed either on their bulk substrates or 
foreign substrates, and the lattice and thermal expansion parameters for III-nitrides grown onto 
commonly used substrates are listed in Table 2.5. 
As the free-standing substrates of both GaN and AlN are limited by the size, price and 
commercial availability, most researchers and companies are still focusing on heteroepitaxial 
growth on foreign substrates in despite of large lattice and thermal expansion mismatch.  
Table 2.5 Lattice mismatch and thermal expansion mismatch between III-nitrides and 
common substrates. 
Substrates Lattice constant /Å 
Lattice     
mismatch to 
GaN / % 
Thermal expansion 
coefficient 
/10-6K-1 
Thermal 
mismatch 
to GaN / % 
GaN 
a = 3.189 
c = 5.185 
0 5.59 
3.17 
0 
 
AlN 
a = 3.112 
c = 4.982 
2.4 4.2 
5.3 
33 
 
Sapphire 
a = 4.758 
c = 12.991 
16.1 7.5 
8.5 
25 
 
6H-SiC 
a = 3.080 
c = 15.120 
3.5 4.2 
4.68 
 
(111) Si a = 5.430 20 3.59 56 
 
The hexagonal sapphire is the most commonly used substrate for III-nitrides epitaxy 
owing to its high chemical and thermal stability as well as economic cost. The growth of c-
plane AlN onto a (0001) sapphire substrate is schematically shown in Figure 2.16. It can be 
seen that AlN grown on c-sapphire is still directed along c direction, but rotated by 300 around 
the c axis of the substrate. And the large in-plane lattice mismatch between sapphire and the 
AlN is clearly present. The epitaxial relationship for AlN on sapphire is (0001) AlN || (0001) 
Al2O3 and [2-1-10] AlN || [1-100] Al2O3. 
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Figure 2.16 Schematic diagram of the growth of c-plane AlN on c-plane sapphire. The in-
plane direction of the AlN is rotated by 300 with respect to the sapphire. 
SiC is also used for the growth of III-nitrides due to the smaller lattice mismatch and 
higher thermal conductivity of substrates. However, it is limited by the high cost of the SiC 
wafers. III-nitrides growth has also been performed onto Si substrates as its large size can 
reduce the cost dramatically, whereas the even larger lattice and thermal mismatch generate 
high density of defects and even wafer cracking in epilayers.  
2.5.2 Traditional Two-step Growth 
In the heteroepitaxial growth of III-nitrides, a LT GaN or AlN buffer layer is normally 
used to obtain high quality materials. Figure 2.17 shows the typical in-situ reflectivity of the 
growth of c-plane GaN on sapphire with a LT GaN buffer layer. 
 
Figure 2.17 In-situ laser reflectivity and temperature profile of the c-plane GaN growth 
with a LT GaN buffer layer. 
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Aa shown in Figure 2.17, in the traditional two-step growth, a thin GaN nucleation layer 
is first deposited on the substrate at the low temperature (normally around 5500C), followed by 
a high temperature annealing. After the temperature is ramped to be around 10000C, the GaN 
growth is started. The mechanism for this method to obtain high quality GaN could be 
explained by Figure 2.18.  
 
Figure 2.18 Illustration of the traditional two-step growth process with a LT GaN buffer. 
In stage I, the LT GaN buffer layer formed is in polycrystalline phase. With high 
temperature annealing in stage II, the GaN layer starts to decompose and form many islands 
(which is also called recrystallization). With further annealing, GaN islands left on the surface 
become less. In the initial growth stage of GaN (stage III), the lateral growth of GaN islands 
occurs, followed by the complete coalescence and quasi-2D growth finally (stage IV). Since 
threading dislocations could be significantly reduced during the lateral growth and coalescence 
process, the high quality GaN epilayers are enabled [33]. 
2.5.3 Epitaxial Laterally Overgrowth (ELOG)  
The epitaxial laterally overgrowth (ELOG) technique, is a powerful way to obtain GaN 
with low density of threading dislocations in the heteroepitaxy of III-nitrides on sapphire 
substrates. The key advantage of the ELOG technique is that dislocations in the epilayers under 
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the masks cannot propagate into the laterally overgrown epilayers, and therefore, the defect 
density could be considerably reduced.  
By using various patterns or designs, different ELOG approaches have been proposed, 
such as facet-controlled ELOG [34], air-bridged ELOG [35] and grooved or striped structures 
[36]. With a facet-controlled ELOG technique, AlGaN-based UV LDs grown on the ELOG 
GaN template with an emission of 336 nm have been achieved [37].  
The standard ELOG technique is illustrated in Figure 2.19.  
Prior to growth the GaN template is coated by the patterned mask films (normally SiO2 or 
SiNx) which could be obtained by standard photolithography. Growth of the ELOG GaN only 
takes place at the window areas which are not covered by the mask. After the growth front 
reaches the top of masks, the lateral overgrowth process occurs, followed by the coalescence 
between neighbouring layers. 
 
Figure 2.19 Illustration of the standard ELOG technique. The dislocations are filtered by 
the patterned masks on top of GaN. 
It has been found that facet structures are normally formed during the initial stage of the 
ELOG growth, which plays an important role in changing the propagation orientation of 
threading dislocations. Dislocations tend to bend and then be terminated either by boundaries 
or interface, or by another dislocation, which finally results in the great reduction of the 
dislocation density. 
Many factors could affect the structure of the ELOG GaN, such as growth temperature 
[38], reactor pressure [39], mask size and mask direction [40], etc. 
2.5.4 Semi-polar and Non-polar Growth 
Research of the epitaxial growth of semi-polar and non-polar III-nitrides is far behind that 
of c-plane material. Obviously, semi-polar or non-polar nitrides could be epitaxially grown on 
their free-standing substrates, which can be obtained by slicing the bulk material along a semi- 
or non- polar direction. It is also reported that semi-polar or non- polar nitrides can be achieved 
by growing on the (1-102) r-plane or (10-10) m-plane sapphire using the conventional two-step 
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growth method [41], or on patterned Si substrates [42] using the laterally overgrowth technique. 
Table 2.6 summarises some foreign substrates used for semi- or non-polar nitrides growth and 
the epitaxial relationship for GaN on different substrates. 
The epitaxial relationship in semi-polar and non-polar growth is not as straightforward as 
that in c-plane, and it normally involves multi-phases and poor surface morphology. For 
example, both (11-22) and (10-13) orientated GaN can be formed on the planar m-plane 
sapphire substrate which depends on the growth conditions [43].  
Table 2.6 Foreign substrates used for semi-polar and non-polar growth and their 
epitaxial relationship. 
Planes 
Angle to 
c-axis 
Foreign substrate Epitaxial relationship 
(11-20) 900 r-plane sapphire 
(11-20)GaN ‖ (1-102)Al2O3 
[0001]GaN ‖ [1-101]Al2O3 
  a-plane SiC [44] 
(11-20)GaN ‖ (11-20)SiC 
[0001]GaN ‖ [0001]SiC 
(1-100) 900 m-plane SiC [45]  
  γ-LiAlO2 [46] 
(1-100)GaN ‖ (100)LiAlO2 
[0001]GaN ‖ [010]LiAlO2 
(11-22) 580 m-plane sapphire 
(11-22)GaN ‖ (1-100)Al2O3 
[-1-123]GaN ‖ [0001]Al2O3 
  patterned r-plane sapphire [47]  
  patterned (113) Si [48]  
(20-21) 750 patterned (22-43) sapphire [49]  
  (114) Si with 10 offcut [50]  
(10-13) 320 m-plane sapphire 
(1-103)GaN ‖ (1-100)Al2O3 
[11-20]GaN ‖ [0001]Al2O3 
(10-12) 430 (001) Si with 20-60 offcut [51]  
(10-11) 620 (30-38) 4H-SiC [52]  
  patterned (001) Si [53]  
  patterned (11-23) sapphire [54]  
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For the growth on patterned substrates, the initial growth is actually still along the 
conventional c direction [47-48], i.e. on the c-plane of sapphire or (111) plane of Si, and flat 
semi-polar surfaces are then formed after coalescence. Similar to the growth in c-plane nitrides,  
buffer layers (either GaN or AlN) [41], interlayers such as SiNx [55], or short-period 
superlattice layers [56] are also used to release the strain and improve the crystal quality of 
semi-polar and non-polar structures. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Techniques 
In this chapter, the experimental techniques used in this thesis are described, including the 
crystal growth technology, namely the metal organic chemical vapour deposition and 
characterization techniques, such as Nomarski microscope, X-ray diffraction, scanning 
electron microscope, cathodoluminescence and photoluminescence.  
3.1 Metal Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD) 
 
Figure 3.1 Aixtron 3×2” close-coupled showerhead MOCVD system. 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD), also named metal organic vapour 
phase epitaxy (MOVPE), has evolved into a leading technique for production of III-V 
compound semiconductor optoelectronic devices and electronic devices. Owing to the 
achievement of high brightness blue LEDs and the large scale manufacturing potential, 
MOCVD technique has emerged as the leading candidate in commercial GaN based device 
applications [1]. It is also noteworthy that epitaxial growth using MOCVD technique now is 
not only limited to semiconductor areas, but has extended to many other material fields such 
as metals, dielectrics and multiple materials system, becoming the most significant 
manufacturing process of modern technologies.  
Currently, several types of MOCVD reactor geometries are available in the market for 
mass production of GaN-based materials and devices. Three typical types of MOCVD reactors 
are used, which are high-speed rotation vertical reactor [2], close-coupled showerhead (CCS) 
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reactor [3] and planetary rotation horizontal reactor [3]. Two reactors are used in this thesis. 
Samples whose number begins with the letter A are grown by the Thomas Swan 3×2” vertical 
CCS reactor while samples with the number beginning with the letter B are grown by the 
Aixtron 3×2” flip-top CCS reactor shown in Figure 3.1. Note that although the main 
configuration of two CCS systems are similar, the chamber size as well as the heater system 
are actually different, which might affect the optimal growth conditions consequently. In this 
section, we will give a descriptive overview of the MOCVD process and present the main 
configurations of the MOCVD machine. 
3.1.2 System Principle 
In MOCVD system, all sources are vaporized and transported into the reactor with carrier 
gas. These injected gases are ultra-pure and can be finely controlled. The Figure 3.2 illustrates 
typical reaction steps of III-V semiconductors taking place in the MOCVD process:  
1. Transport of the group III and group V precursors in the gas phase to the 
substrate and then diffusion through the phase interface; 
2. Adsorption of molecules/atoms onto the substrate surface; 
3. Migration of the molecules/atoms to crystallization zones and chemical reaction 
between group III and V reagents; 
4. Decomposition and/or desorption of the by-products and diffusion and 
convection out from the boundary layer; 
5. Evacuation of the by-product out from the reactor. 
 
Figure 3.2 Typical reaction steps taking place in the MOCVD reactor. 
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The growth rate of thin films is mainly determined by the rate of pyrolysis and diffusion 
of group III sources. However, the parasitic reaction between different gas precursors such as 
solid adduct formation between trimethylaluminium (TMAl) and ammonia would decrease 
growth rate by reducing the effective flux of group III source to the substrate surface [1].  
In III-nitrides MOCVD growth, metal organic (MO) compounds such as trimethylgallium 
(TMGa), trimethylaluminium (TMAl) and trimethylindium (TMIn) are typically used as the 
sources of Group III, while ammonia (NH3) is used as the source of nitrogen (Group V). For 
n- and p-type doping, bis(cyclopentadienyl)magnesium (Cp2Mg) is commonly used as a p-type 
dopant while silane (SiH4) or disilane (Si2H6) is used for n-type doping. The carrier gases are 
normally pure H2 or pure N2 or H2 + N2 mixed gas.  
Generally, in the GaN growth, carrier gas goes though the bubbler with TMGa, carrying 
the TMGa vapour to the reactor where it is mixed with NH3, and then the reaction take place 
on the surface of heated substrate (e.g. Sapphire or Si): 
Ga(CH3)3 + NH3 → GaN ↓ + 3CH4     (3.1) 
The arrow in the equation shows that solid GaN epilayers are deposited on the substrate. 
If TMAl is injected to the reactor in the meantime, and then AlGaN alloys could be obtained 
following the reaction below: 
(1- x)Ga(CH3)3 + x Al(CH3)3 + NH3 → AlxGa1-xN ↓ + 3CH4    (3.2) 
Note that the chemical reaction above only happens in the ideal situation where the 
parasitic reaction and the implication of temperature resulting in nonlinear incorporation of two 
binary alloys are not taken into account. The adduct formation between Al(CH3)3 and ammonia 
in gas phase, which not only influences the growth rate and the alloy composition but also 
deteriorate the crystal quality of epilayers, could be described by following reaction [4]: 
Al(CH3)3 + NH3  Al(CH3)3 : NH3           (3.3) 
3.1.3 Gas Delivery 
Figure 3.3 sketches a typical MOCVD gas delivery system equipped with a CCS reactor. 
The gas delivery system consists of carrier gases supply system, hydride supply system and 
MO sources supply system. 
Carrier gas 
The function of carrier gases is to transport reactant gases to the chamber. Both N2 and H2 
are commonly used as carrier gas. As all gases must be ultra-pure, carrier gases normally stored 
in cylinders need to go through their purifiers first before injecting to the reactor.  
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Figure 3.3 Schematic gas diagram and showerhead reactor in a MOCVD system. 
Due to its more active chemical property, H2 is easier to be purified than N2. Normally, 
palladium (Pd) membrane purifier is used for H2 purification [5], which operates on the 
principle of diffusion to purify hydrogen. When the process H2 flows into the Pd cell normally 
at 300~4000C, only hydrogen atoms could diffuse through the Pd metal lattice to the pure side 
while trapped impurities are vented through the bleed gas line. Impurity levels for all impurities 
including O2, CO, CO2, H2O and N2 can be reduced to low parts per billion (ppb) levels. For 
N2 purification, chemically and physically adsorption purifier is normally used such as Zr-
based or Ni-based gettering alloy purifiers. In addition to being used as carrier gas, N2 is often 
used to replace H2 within the system when unloading samples, replacing MO bubblers and 
performing maintenance.  
Hydride 
Hydride gas, e.g. NH3, is used as nitrogen source material. It is normally stored in high-
pressure gas cylinder and special cabinet outside the system. The cylinder is normally mounted 
onto an electronic scale to monitor gas consumption. NH3 gas is further purified by NH3 purifier 
before it is fed into the reactor via a hydride gas line, as shown in Figure 3.4.  
In a standard hydride gas line, a mass flow controller (MFC) is used to control the gas 
flow rate. The flow rate of the MFC is normally indicated using sccm (standard cubic 
centimetres per minute) or slm (standard litres per minute). The molar flux of NH3, n(NH3) 
(unit: mol/min) in standard line could be calculated by: 
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n(NH3) = f(NH3)  / Vm      (3.4) 
where f(NH3) is the NH3 flow rate (sccm) and Vm is the molar volume of an ideal gas at standard 
condition, which is 22414 cm3/mol. 
 
Figure 3.4 Schematic gas line for the hydride (NH3) feed. 
Another hydride gas which is used as the source of silicon is SiH4 or Si2H6. They are 
normally diluted in hydrogen and stored in the high-pressure gas cylinder. In our MOCVD 
systems, Si2H6 with the concentration of 10 ppm is used.   
3.1.4 MO Sources 
 
Figure 3.5 Schematic gas diagram for MO sources with the standard line (left) and 
dilution source line (right). 
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MO sources, either solid or liquid, are stored in the stainless steel bubblers, from which 
the MO vapours are picked up by the carrier gas and then delivered to the vent or reactor lines. 
There are two typical types of MO source channels, which are illustrated in Figure 3.5.  
In a standard MO source channel, which is used for high flow MO sources such as TMAl 
for the deposition of AlN, two MFCs - one is source MFC and another is pusher MFC - in the 
inlet side are used to control the flow rate of MO source while the pressure controller (PC) in 
the outlet is used to control the pressure within the bubbler. For very low flow MO sources 
such as TMGa for the deposition of InGaN QWs, however, a dilute gas channel with a third 
MFC added in the outlet side is used. The proportion of the mixed gas (MO + H2) is controlled 
by the source MFC and dilute MFC, and the output of MO flux into the reactor is determined 
by the third output MFC, following the expression: 
𝑓(𝑀𝑂) = 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑗 ×
𝑓𝑠𝑜
𝑓𝑠𝑜+ 𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑙
       (3.5) 
where f(MO) is the flow rate of MO source injected into the reactor, and fso, fdil, and finj are flow 
rates of source MFC, dilute MFC and inject MFC, respectively.  
The concentration of MO sources in the carrier gas is also affected by the temperature and 
pressure of the bubblers. To achieve stable and controllable MO flux, MO bubblers are 
mounted in the thermostatically controlled bath (e.g. thermal bath) where the ambient 
temperature is kept constant, and the PC connected to the bubbler outlet is used to keep the 
pressure constant. The MO molar flux n(MO) (unit: mol/min) could be calculated by : 
𝑛(𝑀𝑂) =
𝑓𝑀𝑂×𝑃𝑀𝑂
𝑉𝑚×(𝑃𝑏𝑢𝑏−𝑃𝑀𝑂)
        (3.6) 
where fMO is the flow rate of carrier gas into the bubbler, Pbub is the bubbler pressure, PMO is 
the partial pressure of MO source and Vm is 22414 cm
3/mol.  
Table 3.1 Properties of the commonly used MO sources for III-nitrides growth [6-9]. 
MO 
sources 
Molecular 
formula 
Melting point 
/0C 
Boiling point 
/0C 
Partial pressure 
lgP(Torr) = B–A/T(K) 
A B 
TMGa Ga(CH3)3 -15.8 55.7 8.07 1703 
TMAl Al(CH3)3 15.4 127 8.22 2134 
TMIn In(CH3)3 88.4 133.8 11.09 3246 
Cp2Mg Mg(C2H5)2 176 150/133.3Pa 25.14 – 4198/T – 2.18InT 
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Table 3.1 lists the MO sources we use for III-nitrides growth and their properties [6-9]. It 
can be known from this table that TMGa and TMAl are liquid sources at room temperature 
(RT) while TMIn and Cp2Mg are solid. Therefore, when installing the solid TMIn bubbler, the 
input and output sides are normally in the opposite position in order to get more stable gas flow 
[10]. When the carrier-gas and MO vapour gas mixture leaves the bubbler, it is strongly diluted 
by adding additional carrier gas. Such design is to prevent precipitation and possible deposition 
of the MO precursor on the inner wall of the gas lines [11]. Additionally, gas lines from outlet 
side of bubblers to the reactor are wrapped with heater tapes to prevent possible condensation 
of MO sources on the inner walls of pipes. 
3.1.5 Close-coupled Showerhead Reactor  
The reactor is the most important component for a MOCVD system. In a close-coupled 
showerhead design, the hydride and MO source gases are injected into the stainless steel, quartz 
lined reactor through a water-cooled showerhead close to the substrate. The spacing between 
the showerhead and susceptor could be as close as 5 ~ 25 mm (typically e.g. 11 mm). Figure 
3.6 illustrates the structure of a CCS reactor, which consists of susceptor, showerhead, heater, 
susceptor support, quartz liner and double O-ring system. 
 
Figure 3.6 Close-coupled showerhead reactor. The main components include: A: 
Thermocouple; B: Tungsten heater; C: Showerhead; D: Reactor lid; E: Optical probe; F 
Showerhead water cooling; G: Double O-ring seal; H: Susceptor; I: Quartz liner; J: 
Susceptor support; K: Exhaust. Taken from [11]. 
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The showerhead consists of tubes array with the density of 100 tubes/inch2 and tube 
diameter of 0.6 mm, as shown in Figure 3.7. Inside the showerhead, it normally has two 
plenums: one is for group III (MO precursors) and another is for group V (NH3). The hydride 
and MO sources led by the carrier gas (H2 or N2) are injected to the chamber through the lower 
and upper plenum of the showerhead, respectively, and mixed up on the top of susceptor. Both 
the showerhead and chamber walls are cooled by closed-cycled water loops to avoid high 
temperature damage.   
 
Figure 3.7 Schematic cross-sectional structure (a) and image (b) of the showerhead. 
Diameter of the tubes is 0.6 mm and the density is 100 tubes/inch2. Taken from [11]. 
The susceptor is generally a SiC-coated graphite disk mounted on top of susceptor support. 
It is rotated by a motor drive underneath to ensure homogeneous temperature during the process. 
The heater, which is located inside of the susceptor support, is used to heat up the susceptor to 
high temperature. For the GaN system, the heater consists of three sets of coils normally made 
of tungsten, enabling to achieve high growth temperature > 10000C. The heater temperature is 
controlled by an Eurotherm temperature controller through a thermal couple located at the 
center of heater coils under the bottom of susceptor.  
3.1.6 In-situ Monitoring 
ARGUS 
The temperature profile across the susceptor can be measured either by a pyrometer 
through three pyrometer ports on the showerhead (used in the Thomas Swan reactor), or by an 
ARGUS dual-wavelength multiple point pyrometric profiling system (used in the Aixtron 
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reactor). The ARGUS system shown in Figure 3.8 (a), looking through the showerhead holes, 
is able to provide temperature measurement across the whole surface of susceptor and allow 
thermal mapping of the wafer and carrier surface. Through reactor temperature correction by 
finely adjusting the heater zone setting, derived from the ARGUS display, wafer property 
profiles (e.g. thickness, emission wavelength etc.) can be significantly improved [11]. 
The principle of ARGUS is based on the Planck’s Law in which the radiative energy 
distribution with respect to black body temperature is described [11]. A small amount of 
radiation passes through the holes in the showerhead and is collected and measured by 
photodetectors fixed in ARGUS. While the susceptor rotates, the whole susceptor is scanned, 
and a temperature map can be displayed through the system software. The ARGUS is calibrated 
by mounting it over a black body calibrator which is scanned across all the detectors. 
 
Figure 3.8 Images of the ARGUS system (a) and Interferometer (b). 
Interferometer 
An interferometer or reflectometer, which is also mounted on the showerhead lid, is 
normally used for in-situ layer thickness and surface morphology measurement, as shown in 
Figure 3.8 (b).  
The interferometer uses Fabry-Perot reflectance interferometry to monitor and analyze the 
MOCVD growth of thin-film materials [11]. When the laser light is reflected at near-normal 
incidence from the epilayer, an interference pattern, i.e. oscillations, resulting from the two 
beams reflected from the air/film and film/substrate interfaces can be observed. The thickness 
of epilayers equivalent to one oscillation can then be calculated by the equation below: 
t =  / 2n     (3.7) 
where t is the thickness,  is the laser wavelength and n is the refractive index of the epilayer.  
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For GaN growth, one oscillation from 635 nm laser is equivalent to 133 nm in thickness 
while for AlN it is 150 nm. 
3.2 Characterization Techniques 
3.2.1 Nomarski Microscopy 
Nomarski or differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy is an optical microscopy 
technique especially used for imaging the unstained and transparent samples with enhanced 
contrast. The mechanism could be explained as follows:  
- A linearly polarized light is separated into two beams, which take slightly different 
optical paths when reflected by a specimen depending on its thickness and/or 
refractive index. 
- The beams are then recombined at the image plane, where the interference may occur 
and can be visualized as change in darkness [12].  
 
Figure 3.9 Schematic structure and optical path in a Nomarski microscope (a) [13] and 
the image of the Nomarski microscope used in our lab (b). 
The optical path in a Nomarski microscope is illustrated in Figure 3.9. The light from the 
lamp is linearly polarized after passing through a polariser, and then separated into two 
orthogonal components by a Wollaston prism. The sheared orthogonal components are then 
reflected by the specimen before being collected by the objective lens and focused onto the 
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interference plane of the Wollaston prism. Recombined beams emerge from the prism and pass 
through the analyzer to complete their journey through the virtual Nomarski microscope. The 
image contrast can be modified by altering the path difference between two separate 
components. 
3.2.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
X-rays are electromagnetic waves with a wavelength of 10-9 – 10-10 m. As the wavelength 
corresponds to the dimension of atomic plane interspacing in the crystals, it gives researchers 
an opportunity to investigate the crystalline structures with X-rays [14]. Owing to its rapid and 
non-destructive properties, X-ray diffraction (XRD) has become a popular technique widely 
used to characterize films and device structures. It can provide much structural information 
including lattice parameters, chemical composition, strain state of epilayers, defects 
information, and layer thicknesses of thin films and superlattice or QWs. 
 
Figure 3.10 Illustration of the X-ray diffraction with Bragg’s law (a) [15] and image of 
the Bruker D8 diffractometer used for XRD measurements (b).  
The principle of XRD can be explained by Bragg’s reflection, as depicted in Figure 3.10 
(a). The incident X-ray beam is diffracted by the ordered crystalline structures, and constructive 
interference occurs between the scattered X-rays when the path difference 2dsin is equivalent 
to n [15]. This can be expressed by Bragg’s law: 
n = 2dsin         (3.8) 
where  is the wavelength of X-ray, d is the interspacing of the atomic plane, n is an integer 
and 2 is the angle of incident beam with respect to the diffracted beam normally obtained 
experimentally. 
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In a hexagonal crystal structure, the interspacing of the atomic plane (h k l) can be 
calculated by their Miller indices (h k l) and lattice parameters a and c: 
1
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
2 =
4
3
∙
ℎ2+𝑘2+ℎ𝑘
𝑎2
+
𝑙2
𝑐2
          (3.9) 
Reciprocal Space Mapping (RSM) 
 
Figure 3.11 Illustration of the X-ray diffraction in an Ewald sphere and available regions 
in the reciprocal space of a (0001)-oriented AlN film. Taken from [15]. 
X-ray diffraction can also be understood with a Ewald sphere in the context of reciprocal 
space, where each set of crystal planes will produce a diffraction spot associated with a 
reciprocal lattice point, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. When the incident beam k0 and diffracted 
beam kh both have proper angles with respect to the crystal, the scattering vector S which is 
equal to kh - k0 will end at a reciprocal lattice point [15].  
Figure 3.11 also shows the accessible areas (or reciprocal lattice points) in c-plane AlN at 
a certain azimuth angle. The grey areas are inaccessible regions where either the incoming or 
outgoing beams are blocked by the sample in the asymmetric scans.  
 
Figure 3.12 Commonly used diffraction geometries in XRD. Taken from [15]. 
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However, diffraction spots within the inaccessible regions may be accessible using 
alternative measurement geometry. As illustrated in Figure 3.12, the sample could be rotated 
by 900 in  and a  offset is used to give a skew symmetry. Also, by using very small incident 
angle (or scattering angle), the grazing incidence diffraction geometry (almost in-plane 
scattering) can be established, which is normally used to detect the diffraction spots very close 
to the surface. 
There are three typical scan types in XRD measurements: ω scan (also named as rocking 
curve), ω/2θ scan (or 2θ/ω scan) and 2θ scan. In a ω scan, the detector is fixed at a specific 
Bragg angle and the sample is tilted for scanning. This scan results in the change of angular 
positions of scattering vector S in the reciprocal space. In a ω/2θ scan, the step size for the 2θ 
angle, δ2θ, has twice the value of the change in incident beam angle ω, i.e. δ2θ = 2δω, which 
leads to the scattering vector S scanning radially outwards from the reciprocal space origin. In 
a 2θ scan, the detector is moved while the incident angle is fixed. Such scan results in an arc 
along the Ewald sphere circumference.  
The trace of scattering vector S in these scan types are illustrated in Figure 3.13 (a). 
Combination of different scans allow to introduce grid of detector positions around the 
reciprocal lattice point and yield the reciprocal space mapping (RSM) as shown in Figure 3.13 
(b), which is very useful to investigate the strain state and dislocations in the crystals. 
 
Figure 3.13 Schematic trace of the diffraction vector S in different scan types (a) and 
combination of different scans in a reciprocal space map (b). 
The XRD system used in our lab is a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer. The X-ray with a 
wavelength of 1.5418Å is generated from the Cu K-α radiation, and the wavelength and size of 
the beam is further constrained by Gobel mirrors, a monochromator crystal and a slit, 
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respectively. The diffracted beam is collected by either an open detector or a detector equipped 
with a slit or an analyzer crystal. Such configurations allow us to obtain a high-resolution of ~ 
0.0010.  
3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that uses a 
focused beam of high-energy electrons to produce images of a sample [16].  
The SEM system used in this work is a field-emission SEM from Raith, and the structure 
inside the SEM column is sketched in Figure 3.14 (a). Typically, a beam of electrons is 
produced by an electron gun or field emission gun located at the top of the column, and then 
pass through several electromagnetic fields and condenser lenses, focusing the electron beam 
down toward the surface of the sample. When electrons hit the sample, different signals are 
generated from the surface and then detected by different types of detectors. 
 
Figure 3.14 Schematic structure of the SEM column (a) and various signals from the 
electron-sample interactions (b). Taken from [16]. 
The signals used by a SEM to create images derive from electron-sample interactions [9], 
which reveals information about the sample surface topography as well as the chemical 
composition. Various types of signals, such as auger electrons, secondary electrons, 
backscattered electrons and characteristic X-rays, can be produced as a result of the electron-
sample interaction, as shown in Figure 3.14 (b). The most commonly used signals in a SEM 
are secondary electrons and backscattered electrons. While secondary electrons are most useful 
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for revealing the morphology and topography of samples, backscattered electrons are most 
valuable for illustrating composition contrasts in samples with multiple phases [16]. 
The highest resolution of a SEM depends on several factors, such as the spot size of the 
electron beams and the interaction volume between electrons and samples. Typically, modern 
full-sized SEMs are able to provide resolution between 1-20 nm whereas desktop systems 
provide a resolution of ~20 nm [16]. 
3.2.4 Cathodoluminescence (CL) 
Cathodoluminescence (CL) is the emission of light when a material is stimulated by a 
high-energy electron beam. As shown in Figure 3.14 (b), electron-sample interactions can 
generate cathodoluminescence. A cathodoluminescence detector normally attached to a SEM, 
termed as SEM-CL, is capable of producing high resolution CL images of materials. SEM-CL 
has become a unique tool to characterize the optical and electronic properties of materials, then 
correlate them with morphology, microstructure, composition and chemistry at the micro- and 
sub-nanoscale [17]. 
The CL measurements are carried out in this work using a field-emission gun SEM 
equipped with a 0.125 m spectrometer and electron multiplying charge-coupled detector (CCD) 
and using a Cassegrain reflecting objective to collect luminescence down to 200 nm. 
Measurements of CL are performed by collaborators from the University of Strathclyde 
whereas the data is analysed by both sides.  
3.2.5 Photoluminescence (PL) 
Photoluminescence (PL) is a type of luminescence that involves the absorption and then 
emission of photons between different electronic energy levels in the material. It is initiated by 
photo-excitation (normally excited by lasers), followed by various relaxation processes in 
which other photons are re-radiated. 
PL spectroscopy is a non-contact and non-destructive analysis method which has been 
widely used to investigate the optical properties of materials. It is particularly useful for the 
determination of certain impurities in semiconductors [18]. For instance, the peak energy of 
PL can be used to probe the energy level of impurities and the emission intensity depends on 
the defects or doping density. However, measurement of the impurity concentration by using 
PL is difficult.  
PL can be also used to determine the band gap energy of semiconductors as well as the 
alloy composition, though other factors such as strain, electric field and compositional 
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fluctuation should be taken into account when doing so. In addition, the PL intensity and 
linewidth could be used as an indicator of the material quality [19].  
The mechanism of PL can be explained by the multiple recombination processes within 
the material. According to the fact if there are photons emission, the recombination process can 
be classed into non-radiative and radiative, which are two opposite and competitive processes. 
There are two types of non-radiative recombination process, Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination (recombination through defects) and Auger recombination (recombination 
involves three carriers), neither of which has photon emission. For radiative recombination, 
however, they emit photons through several possible transition paths [20], as shown in Figure 
3.15. They are (a) band-to-band transition, which involves free electrons and holes, (b) free 
exciton (FX) transition, (c) Donor-bound exciton (D0X) recombination, (d) Acceptor-bound 
exciton (A0X) recombination and (e) Donor-acceptor pairs (DAP) recombination. 
 
Figure 3.15 Possible transition mechanisms in the radiative recombination: Band-to-band 
transition (a); FX transition (b); D0X recombination (c); A0X recombination (d) and DAP 
recombination (e). 
Figure 3.16 illustrates the setup of the PL system in this work. The excitation source used 
for AlGaN layers is a doubled-frequency Argon ion laser (244 nm, Coherent) while a He-Cd 
laser (325 nm, Kimmon) is used for GaN layers. The laser beam is reflected by mirrors and 
then focused by a lens into a spot with a diameter of 100 ~ 200 µm on the sample surface. The 
photoluminescence is then collected into a monochromator, and further analysed by a 
thermoelectrically cooled CCD detector.  
To perform LT and temperature-dependent PL measurements, samples are held in a 
helium closed-circuit cryostat where the temperature can be controlled from 10 to 300 K. For 
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power-dependent PL measurements, a neutral density attenuator is normally used to tune the 
excitation power continuously. 
 
Figure 3.16 Schematic setup of a PL system (a) and the PL bench used in this work (b). 
Photoluminescence excitation  
Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) is a specific type of photoluminescence and an useful 
method to reveal information of the electronic band gap of semiconductors. In the PLE 
measurement, the energy of excitation source is varied while the detection energy for the 
photoluminescence is fixed. This provides information on absorption properties of materials 
but with improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to conventional absorption measurements in 
transmission geometry [21]. Typical applications of PLE spectroscopy in semiconductors 
include the characterization of the effective band gap, i.e. the absorption edge, and the Stokes 
shift, which is defined as the energy difference between the maxima of absorption and emission 
spectra.  
The experimental setup of a PLE system is quite similar to the standard PL system apart 
from the excitation source part. Normally a Xenon lamp (or a broadband laser-driven light 
source in this work) is used as the tunable light source dispersed by a monochromator. The PL 
is disperse by another monochromator and then collected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). 
The detection energy is usually fixed at the PL peak position which is studied. 
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Chapter 4 Epitaxial Growth of Semi-
polar (11-22) AlGaN on Planar 
Substrates 
4.1 Introduction 
Al-containing (Al, Ga, In)N alloy semiconductors are promising candidates for UV 
emitters due to their wide and direct band gaps. However, AlGaN-based devices grown in c-
plane normally suffer from strong spontaneous and piezoelectric fields, which decreases the 
optical efficiency. Therefore, more and more researchers shift their interest to semi-polar or 
non-polar orientations, in which the polarization electric fields are expected to be significantly 
reduced or completely eliminated. 
So far, most studies on the epitaxial growth of III-nitrides on m-plane sapphire substrate 
focus on semi-polar (11-22) GaN and InGaN materials, which are mainly used for visible LEDs 
and LDs [1-2]. For high efficiency UV emitters, semi-polar AlGaN epilayers with different Al 
compositions are required. However, reports about epitaxial growth of semi-polar AlGaN are 
quite limited [3-4], and studies on semi-polar AlGaN MQWs are even less [5].  
In this chapter, semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN epilayers with different Al composition grown 
on planar (10-10) m-plane sapphire are obtained by MOCVD with a standard growth method. 
The surface morphology, crystal quality and optical properties of (11-22) AlGaN epilayers are 
investigated. Furthermore, semi-polar AlGaN MQWs with various QW thicknesses grown on 
the standard AlGaN templates are studied to investigate the QCSE. Based on the excitation-
power dependent PL measurements, the QCSE within semi-polar AlGaN MQWs is found to 
be significantly reduced. 
4.2 Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN Epilayer Growth 
4.2.1 Growth Parameters 
Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers are grown on the (10-10) m-plane sapphire substrates 
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using MOCVD with the AlN and GaN buffers, respectively. Series A is directly grown in m-
sapphire while series B is grown on the prepared GaN templates. The structure of these two 
series of AlGaN samples is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1 Sample structure A: AlGaN/AlN/m-sapphire; B: AlGaN/GaN/AlN/m-sapphire. 
Details of the growth parameters are listed in Table 4.1. The AlN buffer layer with a 
thickness of 250 nm for structure A and 50 nm for B is obtained with the high-temperature AlN 
buffer technique [6]. The thickness of AlGaN layers is ~2 µm and ~500 nm for structure A and 
B, respectively. The Al content of AlGaN samples is changed by varying the flow rates of 
either NH3, TMGa or TMAl. Note that two series of AlGaN samples are grown in two different 
MOCVD CCS reactors, therefore the growth parameters are slightly different. The temperature 
presented in this thesis is surface temperature which derives from the calibration of pyrometer 
in the Thomas Swan reactor while it is directly from the ARGUS reading in the Aixtron reactor. 
Table 4.1 Growth parameters for the structure A and B. 
A 
Temp. 
0C 
Press. 
torr 
NH3 
mmol/min 
TMGa 
mol/min 
TMAl 
mol/min 
PL@RT 
nm 
Gas phase 
Al% 
A1 1040 65 134 98.4 13.9 323 12% 
A2 1040 65 134 86.1 15.3 318 15% 
A3 1060 65 134 73.8 16.7 310 18% 
A4 1060 65 134 61.5 18.1 303 23% 
A5 1060 65 134 61.5 18.1 300 23% 
B        
B1 1045 75 67 66.4 18.9 309 22% 
B2 1060 75 45 54.1 36.2 278 40% 
B3 1060 75 45 49.2 37.6 273 43% 
B4 1070 75 45 49.2 37.6 273 43% 
B5 1070 75 45 44.3 37.6 268 45% 
B6 1070 75 45 40.6 37.6 265 48% 
B7 1070 75 45 35.7 37.6 261 51% 
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The typical in-situ reflectivity of semi-polar AlGaN growth are shown in Figure 4.2. The 
almost constant amplitude of reflectance oscillations are exhibited, which indicates a 2D 
growth mode with homogeneous growth rate. 
 
Figure 4.2 In-situ reflectivity of sample A3 (a) and B3 (b), showing constant amplitude of 
oscillations. 
The growth rates extracted from the reflectivity oscillations exhibit a linear relationship 
with the total flux of MO precursors (TMAl + TMGa) for both structures, as shown in Figure 
4.3. The difference of growth rates between two structures mainly derives from two different 
MOCVD reactors, which is not the topic discussed here. 
 
Figure 4.3 Growth rate of the semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers with two different 
structures as a function of TMAl + TMGa flux.  
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4.2.2 Structural Characterization 
The surface morphology of AlGaN samples is characterized by Nomarski optical 
microscope, as shown in Figure 4.4. Serious wafer cracking orientated along [11-2-3] direction 
is observed on all samples with structure B (typical cracking image is shown in Figure 4.4 (d)), 
while slightly cracking particularly in the edge part observed in the structure A. Such cracking 
issue in AlGaN-on-GaN samples is due to the tensile strain within the epilayers and will 
become more severe when the Al composition is higher. The density of cracking, which is 
roughly estimated by counting the lines along the m-direction, is from ~ 40 cm-1 in B1 to ~ 100 
cm-1 in B5. But the cracking suffered by AlGaN-on-AlN samples might be attributed to other 
factors, e.g. the non-uniformity of temperature profile. It has been known that wafer cracking 
could result in serious problems in device fabrication and finally deteriorate the device 
performance. 
 
Figure 4.4 1000X optical images of standard (11-22) AlGaN samples A5 (a), B3 (b) and 
B5 (c), and 50X image showing cracking along [11-2-3] in sample B3 (d).  
Apart from the cracks, we can see that either with AlN buffer or GaN buffer, semi-polar 
(11-22) AlGaN layers with different Al content could form smooth surface, which correlates 
well with a flat oscillation observed in in-situ reflectivity shown in Figure 4.2. However, very 
weak arrow-like features are also observed, which become pronounced in high-Al-content 
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AlGaN samples. Such arrow-like features are very common in semi-polar epilayers owing to 
the special growth mechanism (c-direction grows faster), and have been observed by many 
other groups [7-8].  
 
Figure 4.5 XRD /2 scans for all the standard AlGaN samples. 
The /2 scans for all standard AlGaN samples are carried out and shown in Figure 4.5. 
Diffraction peaks from (30-30) sapphire, (11-22) AlN, GaN and AlGaN can be clearly 
recognised. While the peak positions of sapphire, GaN and AlN are almost constant, the AlGaN 
peaks shift with the changing of Al content. Some deviations observed for GaN or AlN peaks 
could be attributed to different strain state and/or layer tilt in AlGaN samples. 
 
Figure 4.6 (a) Azimuth dependent XRD rocking curve FWHMs for sample A1 and B1. (b) 
FWHMs of XRD rocking curve along [1-100] and [11-2-3] directions for all samples. 
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 The (11-22) on-axis rocking curve measurements are also performed to check the crystal 
quality. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of rocking curves measured along different 
azimuth angles for all samples exhibits the anisotropic behaviour, as shown in Figure 4.6 (a) 
where the data of two typical samples, i.e. A1 and B1, is presented. The FWHM along two 
primary in-plane directions for all samples is shown in Figure 4.6 (b). It can be seen that the 
average FWHM is 0.4-0.50 along [1-100] direction and 0.2-0.30 along [11-2-3] direction, 
although they strongly depend on the Al content and layer thickness (note that AlGaN thickness 
in series A and B is different). These values are quite typical for semi-polar AlGaN layers 
grown on planar templates or substrates [9-11], but they are far away from satisfaction for UV 
devices. 
4.2.3 Optical Properties 
 
Figure 4.7 Normalized PL spectra measured at RT for all the standard AlGaN samples. 
Figure 4.7 shows the PL spectra measured at RT. The emission wavelength ranges from 
323 nm down to 261 nm, spanning a large composition range. A distinct shoulder at the low 
energy side of the spectrum can be seen in each AlGaN samples. Due to the very broad spectra 
it is difficult to assign to any possible reasons (e.g. Al content fluctuation, BSFs emission or 
phonon replica). 
The Al content of all AlGaN samples is estimated from the PL emission energy using the 
formula below: 
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𝐸𝑔(𝐴𝑙𝑥𝐺𝑎1−𝑥𝑁) = 𝑥𝐸𝑔(𝐴𝑙𝑁) + (1 − 𝑥)𝐸𝑔(𝐺𝑎𝑁) − 𝑏𝑥(1 − 𝑥)      (4.1) 
where band gaps of GaN (3.428 eV [12]) and AlN (6.015 eV [13]) at RT are used. The bowing 
parameter of b = +1 eV, which has been widely used in the literature, is selected here, in spite 
of various values reported [12]. Note that the Al content evaluated might be lower than the real 
value since the deviation between the emission energy and the absorption edge, namely Stokes 
shift, is not taken into account. Assuming an average Stokes shift of 30-50 meV, the estimated 
value with the equation above will be 1-2% lower than the real one. Limitation of the evaluation 
also rises from the non-analysed strain state as well as the variety of bowing parameters 
reported [12], leading to an estimation incertitude of  2%.  
The Al composition and the PL wavelength as the function of TMAl mole fraction in gas 
phase TMAl/ (TMAl + TMGa) is shown in Figure 4.8. It shows that the Al composition ( PL 
wavelength) is linearly increased (decreased) from 19.4% to 59.2% with increasing TMAl/ 
(TMAl + TMGa) ratio.  
 
Figure 4.8 PL emission wavelength and Al composition estimated from RT PL as a 
function of the TMAl / (TMAl + TMGa) ratio. 
It is also noticeable that the alloy composition in solid phase is about 5-7% higher than 
that in gas phase. Such behaviour was also observed by Han et al [14] and Kim et al [15]. It 
has been understood that the Al incorporation during AlGaN growth is mainly governed by 
two process: the pre-reaction effect in gas phase between TMAl and NH3, and the desorption 
rate of group-III atoms from the surface [16]. Since the low reactor pressure is used in this 
work, the parasitic reaction is expected to be limited effectively. Therefore, high desorption 
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rate of Ga atoms due to the high growth temperature dominates the Al incorporation, leading 
to higher alloy concentration than that in gas phase. 
4.3 Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs 
In order to investigate the QCSE within semi-polar AlGaN MQWs, a series of (11-22) 
AlGaN MQW samples with different QW thickness are grown on standard AlGaN templates 
with the structure B. The QW emission is aimed at 280 nm and corresponding gas flows for 
QW growth derive from the calculation based on linear relationship between the wavelength 
and the TMAl ratio in gas phase illustrated in Figure 4.8. The nominal Al composition in 
AlGaN QW is estimated to be 46%. The QW growth conditions are summarized in Table 4.2. 
Growth condition of AlGaN quantum barrier (QB) stems from sample B5 with Al composition 
of 54.5% from PL calculation. The thickness of QB is designed for 10 nm, i.e. 17 sec in growth 
time, which is estimated by correlating with the reference sample. The temperature and 
pressure are fixed at 1070 0C and 75 Torr respectively during the whole MQW growth.  
Table 4.2 Growth conditions of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs. 
 
Time 
s 
NH3 
mmol/min 
TMGa 
mol/min 
TMAl 
mol/min 
PL@RT 
nm 
Estimated QW  
Thickness / nm 
AQW1 3 45 66.4 37.6 276 2.1 
AQW2 4 45 66.4 37.6 278 2.5 
AQW3 5 45 66.4 37.6 279 2.9 
 
The thickness of QW is altered by varying the growth time. And the total thickness for a 
QW/QB pair is 12.1, 12.5 and 12.9 nm for Sample AQW1, AQW2 and AQW3, respectively, 
which is estimated by the QW satellite peaks in XRD /2 scans performed along the [11-2-
3] direction. Therefore, the corresponding QW thickness for AQW1, AQW2 and AQW3 is 2.1, 
2.5 and 2.9 nm, respectively. 
4.3.1 RT and LT PL 
RT PL spectra of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs samples are shown in Figure 4.9 (a). 
Emissions from both MQWs and AlGaN barriers (~261 nm) can be recognised. As the QW 
thickness increases, the QW emission peak shifts from 276 nm to 279 nm, and the PL intensity 
increases by ~3 times, as shown in Figure 4.9 (b). The PL intensity tends to saturate when the 
QW thickness is larger than 2.5 nm. 
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Figure 4.9 RT PL (a) and integrated PL intensity (b) of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs. 
PL spectra measured at LT (10K) are shown in Figure 4.10. All samples exhibit a single 
peak with a linewidth of 91, 92 and 89 meV for AQW1, AQW2 and AQW3, respectively. The 
intensity shows a linear increase with the increasing thickness of QWs, which is similar to the 
results observed in RT PL.  
 
Figure 4.10 LT PL of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs. 
Given the weak polarization electric field within semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs, we 
attribute the redshift of QW peaks to the decreased energy levels within the QWs (i.e., e1 for 
electrons and h1 for holes) due to the larger thickness. Based on a simple one-dimensional  
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finite potential well model, without taking the excitonic effect or polarization field into account, 
energy levels for e1 and h1 are calculated. From AQW1 to AQW3, the e1 energy level 
decreases from 122 to 81 meV while the h1 level decreases from 19 to 9 meV. These results 
indicate the confinement effect of the QWs becomes stronger with increasing thickness, which 
contributes to the enhanced  PL intensity at RT. Such confinement effect, however, possibly 
cannot explain the increased PL intensity at LT as the thermal energy is too low to make carriers 
escape from the QWs. But thicker QWs are supposed to have less carrier leakage due to reduced 
carrier density [17], therefore the radiative recombination efficiency can be enhanced, which 
possibly contributes to the increase of LT PL intensity. 
4.3.2 Power dependent PL 
 
Figure 4.11 Excitation-power dependent PL spectra of the reference c-plane AlGaN 
MQWs (a) and semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs sample AQW3 (b). 
The excitation-power dependent PL measurements are performed in all semi-polar AlGaN 
samples in order to investigated the QCSE within the MQWs. All measurements are performed 
at 10 K. A reference c-plane AlGaN MQW sample is also studied for comparison. It can be 
seen from Figure 4.11 that, as the excitation energy increases from 0.2 mW to 30 mW, which 
is varied over two orders of magnitude, the spectra profiles of both semi-polar and c-plane 
samples remain unchanged. However, the semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs do not show a 
clear change in peak positions whereas an obvious blue shift is observed in c-plane AlGaN 
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MQWs. It has been understood that, such a blueshift in the polar sample is attributed to the 
carrier-induced screening of the polarization electric field, indicating the presence of QCSE 
within the active regions. Therefore, it can be concluded that QCSE in semi-polar (11-22) 
AlGaN MQWs is significantly reduced or almost eliminated. 
 
Figure 4.12 Excitation-power dependent PL (measured at LT) for semi-polar (11-22) 
AlGaN MQWs sample AQW1 (a) and sample AQW2 (b). 
The results of excitation-power dependent PL measurements in other AlGaN samples with 
various QW thickness are shown in Figure 4.12. Both semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs 
samples show similar behaviours with increasing power to sample AQW3, namely no clear 
peak position shift.  
The peak positions are further extracted as a function of excitation power, as shown in 
Figure 4.13. With increasing QW width, semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs do not exhibit a 
larger deviation of peak positions, although this is normally expected in c-plane AlGaN MQWs 
[18]. It has been understood that in polar samples as the QW width increases, the separation of 
electrons wavefunction and holes wavefunction would become larger, resulting in stronger 
QCSE within the QWs. Therefore, the unique behaviour of semi-polar AlGaN MQWs with 
increasing QW thickness further confirms the absence of QCSE. 
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Figure 4.13 Peak positions of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs as a function of excitation 
power. 
4.4 Conclusion 
Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers with different Al composition is obtained with either 
AlN or GaN buffer layer on the m-plane sapphire substrate using MOCVD. The Al composition 
estimated with RT PL is increased from 19.4% to 59.2% while the PL emission wavelength is 
decreased from 323 nm to 261 nm. A smooth surface with typical arrow-like features is 
observed in all samples. It is worth noting that AlGaN samples with GaN buffer (AlGaN on 
GaN) exhibit serious wafer cracking, which is not favourable for the device fabrication in the 
future. Also, the crystal quality of the standard AlGaN, which is typically 0.4-0.50 along [1-
100] direction and 0.2-0.30 along [11-2-3] direction, is far from satisfactory for UV devices. 
Besides, semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs with various QW thickness grown on standard 
AlGaN templates are also studied to investigate the QCSE in the MQWs. Compared to the 
reference c-plane AlGaN MQWs, semi-polar AlGaN MQWs exhibit no clear blueshift of peak 
positions with increasing excitation power. Also, the deviation of peak positions of semi-polar 
AlGaN MQWs is found not being affected by the increased thickness of QWs. These results 
confirm the significantly reduced of QSCE within the semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN MQWs. 
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Chapter 5 Epitaxial Growth of Semi-
polar (11-22) AlGaN with Overgrowth 
Technique 
5.1 Introduction 
As we discussed in Chapter 1, there is an increasing demand in developing UV emitters, 
in particular, deep UV emitters for applications in water purification, environmental protection, 
medical instrumentation, non-line-of-sight communications, etc, where AlGaN with high Al 
composition would be a promising semiconductor candidate. So far, the studies on AlGaN 
based UV emitters are mainly limited to polar-oriented AlGaN grown on c-plane sapphire [1], 
where their active regions suffer from notable spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization 
induced electrical fields leading to a reduction in optical efficiency, the so-called quantum-
confined stark effect. Furthermore, as we have shown in last chapter, AlGaN grown on GaN 
generally suffers from large tensile strain due to the lattice mismatch between AlGaN and GaN, 
leading to extensive cracks of AlGaN often observed on c-plane AlGaN. Both the QCSE and 
the cracking issue become more severe when Al composition is increased in order to move 
towards the deep UV spectral region.  
The growth of AlGaN layers along a semi-polar or non-polar direction would be a 
promising solution, which can potentially minimize or even eliminate the QCSE and hence 
improve optical efficiency. However, the great challenge lies in that the crystal quality of semi-
polar AlGaN is still far away from satisfactory.  
Various methods have been developed to obtain high-quality AlGaN grown on c-plane 
sapphire (i.e., polar orientation), such as migration-enhanced metalorganic chemical vapor 
deposition [2] and ammonia pulsed-flow multilayer growth technique [3]. In the meantime, 
various approaches have been developed in order to manage the strain of thick AlGaN films 
grown on c-plane substrates, such as using interlayers [4] or superlattice layers [5]. 
 However, there are only a few reports on improving the crystal quality and addressing 
the cracking issue in semi-polar AlGaN so far [6-8]. Balakrishnan et al [6-7] obtained thick 
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and crack-free n-AlGaN (11-22) films by inserting a strain relieving AlN/AlGaN short-period 
superlattice structure on m-plane sapphire. Young et al [8] reported the compositionally graded 
semi-polar AlGaN epilayers on very expensive freestanding semi-polar (20-21) GaN substrates, 
where the strain is relaxed by generating misfit dislocations through primary (basal) slip and 
secondary (non-basal) slip systems.  
So far, it is a great challenge to achieve thick and crack-free semi-polar AlGaN with high 
crystal quality on cost-effective sapphire substrates. Previously, our group developed a 
different overgrowth approach of semi-polar (11-22) GaN on micro-rod arrayed templates, 
leading to significantly improved crystal quality of semi-polar (11-22) GaN on sapphire [9-11]. 
As a result, high performance semi-polar LEDs with a long emission wavelength of up to amber 
have been achieved [11]. 
In this chapter, a two-step overgrowth technique is developed to improve the crystal 
quality and address the cracking issue for semi-polar AlGaN. Thick and crack-free semi-polar 
(11-22) AlGaN epilayers with different Al composition grown on overgrown GaN on micro-
rod arrayed templates are obtained, exhibiting a very good crystal quality which was not 
reported before. The surface morphology and optical properties of the AlGaN layers are 
investigated and discussed in detail.  
5.2 Experimental Details 
5.2.1 Template Fabrication  
In order to address the cracking issue and improve the material quality of semi-polar (11-
22) AlGaN, a two-step overgrowth approach is developed based on the previous overgrowth 
technique developed by our group on semi-polar (11-22) GaN [9-11]. In this new overgrowth 
technique, non-coalesced GaN is first grown on the micro-rod arrayed template with the 
overgrowth technique, and the AlGaN layers are then deposited on the top. 
The micro-rod arrayed (11-22) GaN template is obtained with an effective and 
controllable approach with the standard UV photolithography technology. The fabrication 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic fabrication procedures of the micro-rod arrayed template. 
First, a 520-nm-thick SiO2 layer is deposited on the as-grown (11-22) GaN template (400 
nm GaN/50 nm AlN/m-sapphire) with the plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition, 
followed by spin-coating of a ~1-µm-thick photoresist layer. With the standard UV 
photolithography technology, the photo resist is patterned. Subsequently, the 50-nm-thick Ni 
is deposited with the e-beam evaporator and then lifted off by acetone. The residual Ni patterns 
act as etching masks for SiO2 etching with reactive-ion etching, and then for GaN/AlN etching 
with the inductively coupled plasma etching. 
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic growth procedures of the two-step overgrowth technique. Mr. L. 
Jiu is acknowledged for  provision of the SEM image (bottom left) of micro-rod templates. 
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5.2.2 Overgrowth Procedures 
A top-view SEM image of the micro-rod template is present in Figure 5.2, showing GaN 
micro-rod arrays with high uniformity. Both the size and the gap between the neighbouring 
rods are 4 µm. The template is then reloaded into the MOCVD reactor to procced the growth 
with the overgrowth technique. In Figure 5.2 we can see that the GaN layer is not completely 
coalesced after overgrowth, and many residual voids with ~1 µm width along c direction can 
be seen on the surface. AlGaN is then deposited on the non-coalesced GaN layer, forming flat 
surface finally (Figure 5.2). 
In the GaN overgrowth, it is grown for 2900 sec with the growth temperature of 1020 0C 
and the reactor pressure of 75 torr. The flux of NH3 and TMGa is 152 mmol/min and 98.4 
mol/min respectively with corresponding V/III ratio of 1540.  
For the AlGaN growth, the growth temperature and reactor pressure are fixed at 1040 0C 
and 65 torr, respectively. The Al composition are tuned by changing the flux of NH3, TMAl 
and TMGa. Growth parameters for each AlGaN sample with the corresponding V/III ratio and 
PL emission wavelength are summarized in Table 5.1 below.  
Table 5.1 Growth parameters for the AlGaN overgrowth samples. 
No. 
Temp. 
0C 
Press. 
torr 
NH3 
mmol/min 
TMGa 
mol/min 
TMAl 
mol/min 
V/III 
ratio 
RT 
PL 
nm 
Gas 
phase 
Al% 
AO1 1040 65 107 98.4 22.3 886 309 18% 
AO2 1040 65 85 98.4 22.3 704 308 18% 
AO3 1040 65 85 98.4 26.5 681 303 21% 
AO4 1040 65 67 86.1 26.5 595 299 23% 
AO5 1040 65 58 86.1 33.4 534 291 28% 
AO6 1040 65 49 73.8 34.8 451 283 32% 
AO7 1040 65 45 61.5 36.2 461 276 37% 
AO8 1040 65 45 54.1 36.2 498 271 40% 
 
The typical cross-sectional structure of the overgrowth samples is shown in Figure 5.3.  
The thickness of overgrown GaN and AlGaN are 2.7 µm and 2.1 µm, respectively. As 
illustrated in Figure 5.3, the overgrowth of GaN starts from the side wall of micro-rods along 
c direction. The first type of voids are formed between the neighbouring rods when +c 
orientated GaN meets with -c or a orientated GaN. And the second type of voids are formed at 
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top of SiO2, where the final coalescence process takes place. From Figure 5.3, it can be also 
seen that the underlying GaN is not fully coalesced. 
 
Figure 5.3 A typical cross-sectional structure of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN overgrowth 
samples. The circle shows the non-coalesced GaN voids. The overgrowth revolution is also 
illustrated on the right side. 
5.3 Characterization and Discussions 
5.3.1 Surface morphology 
The surface morphology investigated by SEM is shown in Figure 5.4. The typical 
undulated surface with arrow-like features is observed in all samples. Overall, the surface of 
the AlGaN samples with the overgrowth technique is rougher than that of the standard AlGaN 
on planar substrate studied in Chapter 4.2. Larger and deeper arrow-like features are observed 
in overgrowth samples. 
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Figure 5.4 Top-view SEM images of (11-22) AlGaN overgrowth samples AO1-AO8. 
For lower-Al-content samples (e.g. AO1,AO2 and AO4), arrow-like features are weaker 
and exhibit lower density, while for higher-Al-content samples (e.g. AO7 and AO8) these 
features become stronger with higher density. As arrow-like features are attributed to the 
anisotropic growth mode along different crystalline orientations, it can be concluded that the 
anisotropic growth rates become more severe with increasing Al content. 
Importantly, all semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN overgrown on GaN samples exhibit crack-free 
surfaces as shown in Figure 5.5, which indicates significant strain relaxation within the AlGaN 
layers. This will be analysed in detail in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.5 Photography of standard AlGaN on GaN sample with cracking (a) and AlGaN 
overgrowth sample without cracking (b). The insets show the optical images under 50X 
magnification. 
 Figure 5.6 (a) shows the XRD data measured in a ω/2θ mode for all the samples with 
different Al composition. The diffraction peaks from (30-30) sapphire, (11-22) GaN and 
AlGaN have been clearly observed, with the positions of the former two peaks remaining 
unchanged when the Al composition varies. The normalized PL spectra measured at RT are 
shown in Figure 5.6 (b), exhibiting the emission wavelength changing from 309 to 271 nm. 
 
Figure 5.6 XRD ω/2θ scans (a) and RT PL spectra (b) of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN 
overgrowth samples.  
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5.3.2 Determination of the Al Content 
The Al composition is first determined by symmetric XRD ω/2θ scans as people usually 
do in c-plane AlGaN. As suggested by Young et al [12], the degree of strain relaxation of semi-
polar (11-22) III-nitride layers can be determined by the lattice tilt along [11-2-3], as the partial 
relaxation occurs along this direction through the misfit dislocation formation and threading 
dislocation glide on the (0001) slip plane. Such lattice tilt can be obtained by measuring the 
symmetric or asymmetric RSMs along [11-2-3]. It is found that from sample AO1 to AO8, the 
tilt angle between the AlGaN and the underlying GaN is increased from 0.920 to 1.650 (shown 
in Chapter 6.4.3). Given that the fully relaxed semi-polar AlN exhibits a tilt angle of ~ 2.00 
with respect to the substrate reported by Dinh et al [13], the relaxation degree of these AlGaN 
layers are roughly estimated to be from 46% to 83%, which is also in good agreement with the 
calculated relaxation degree reported in [12]. The obtained Al content is then shown in Figure 
5.7. Given the simplification in the relaxation degree, a deviation of   2% in Al composition 
might be considered. 
 
Figure 5.7 The Al composition estimated from XRD, RT PL, LT PLE and analysed XRD 
as a function of the TMAl / (TMAl + TMGa) ratio. 
The Al content can be also simply estimated from RT PL shown in Figure 5.6 (b) as what 
we have done in Chapter 4 in spite of some uncertainties e.g. Stokes shift and bowing 
parameters. The obtained Al content with 2% incertitude is also shown in Figure 5.7. 
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PLE measurements are further performed in some samples (including standard and 
overgrown samples) to calculate the Al content, as shown in Figure 5.8. To obtain the 
absorption edge associated with the AlGaN band gap, the detection energy of PLE is fixed at 
the peak position of NBE. The absorption edge and Stokes shift can be extracted using a 
sigmoidal fitting curve below [14]: 
𝛼(𝐸) =  
𝛼0
1+exp (
𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓−𝐸
∆𝐸
)
      (5.1) 
where Eeff is the effective band gap or absorption edge, E is a broadening parameter and 0 is 
a fitting constant. The Stokes shift is defined as the difference between Eeff and the PL peak 
energy EPL, i.e. Eeff - EPL. It can be seen from Figure 5.8 that the Stokes shift increases with 
increasing Al content, indicating larger localization effect in high-Al-content samples. 
 
Figure 5.8 PL and PLE spectra measured at 10K for standard samples A1 and A3, and 
overgrown samples AO2 and AO5. Detected energy in PLE is indicated with a dish line. 
To obtain the Al content an equation similar to Equation 4.1 is used, whereas the band 
gap of AlN (6.089 eV) and GaN (3.478 eV) at 10K [15] and a widely used bowing parameter 
(+1 eV) are used. The result is also shown in Figure 5.7 for comparison. 
Moreover, a more accurate method developed by Frentrup et al [16] based on a triclinic 
unit cell is adopted to get the Al content in some overgrowth samples as shown in Figure 5.7, 
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termed as ‘analysed XRD’. As the Al content is calculated from multiple on-axis and off-axis 
XRD measurements using a least square fit, the absolute error is expected to be about 0.2% 
[16]. Details about this calculation method are not described here (but will be introduced in 
Chapter 6) to avoid prolixity of this chapter. 
It can be seen from Figure 5.7 that, the Al content almost linearly increases with the 
increasing TMAl fraction in gas phase. All four measurement methods are in good agreement 
with each other, given the simplification and/or incertitude there. The Al content obtained from 
analysed XRD and PLE measurements are more reliable, though uncertainty e.g. various 
published bowing parameters still exists in PLE measurements. The difference between PL 
data and the PLE (or analysed XRD) is mainly attributed to the Stokes shift, whose value is 
estimated and shown in Figure 5.8. Note that the Al content of all AlGaN overgrowth samples 
used in this thesis derives from the analysed XRD and PLE measurements where the data is 
available, or from the normal XRD measurements taking the proper relaxation degree into 
account.  
5.3.3 Crystal Quality 
 
Figure 5.9 Azimuth dependent XRC FWHMs for AlGaN overgrowth samples. 
FWHMs of XRD rocking curves (XRC) measured as a function of an azimuth angle from 
00 to 1800 on all samples is presented in Figure 5.9. It shows a typical behaviour for semi-polar 
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(11-22) nitrides, i.e., the lowest FWHM along [11-2-3] (i.e., 900 azimuth angle) and the largest 
FWHM along [1-100] (i.e., 00 azimuth angle).  
XRC FWHMs as a function of Al composition is presented in Figure 5.10, indicating that 
the (11-22) FWHMs along the [1-100]/[11-2-3] directions increases from 0.2920/0.2010 to 
0.3870/0.2060 with Al composition increasing from 32.0 to 55.3%. Among the reported results, 
these are the best report for the (11-22) AlGaN with similar Al composition [6, 17-19]. It means 
that our samples (although grown under un-optimized conditions) demonstrate the best quality 
of semi-polar AlGaN reported so far, which is expected to be further improved once optimized. 
More analysis about the crystal quality will be shown in Chapter 6. 
  
Figure 5.10 The (11-22) XRC FWHMs of AlGaN overgrowth layers plotted as a function 
of the Al composition. Data from other reports is also plotted for comparison. 
5.3.4 Optical Property 
All AlGaN overgrowth samples are further measured at same conditions to compare the 
PL intensity, as shown in Figure 5.11.  It can be found that the PL intensity drops down quickly 
as the wavelength decreases from 309 nm to 283 nm. This is mainly attributed to the poorer 
crystal quality when the Al content increases, generating more defects as non-radiative 
recombination centres. However, when the wavelength deceases from 283 nm to 271 nm, a 
slight rise in PL intensity is observed. Since the quality of the samples at the short wavelength 
is poorer (see Figure 5.10), a possible reason for the increased intensity in this range could be 
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the rough surface of these samples, which could cause stronger light scattering and hence 
improve extraction efficiency. 
 
Figure 5.11 RT PL of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN overgrowth samples. 
It is noteworthy that in Figure 5.11 a shoulder peak at the long wavelength side of the RT 
PL spectra is observed in all samples and it becomes more pronounced when the Al 
composition is higher than 46%. In order to further investigate the optical properties, CL 
measurements are carrier out on AlGaN samples at RT, as shown in Figure 5.12.  
It can be seen from the panchromatic CL image that the emission property of the arrow-
like features (or “chevron”) is different with that of majority areas. The wavelength becomes 
longer whereas the intensity becomes weaker when it is close to the chevron, indicating 
different Al composition in these areas. As the chevron densities become significantly higher 
in high-Al-composition AlGaN sample as shown in Figure 5.4, such non-uniformity of Al 
composition distribution near the chevron regions could contribute to the side peaks formation 
in PL spectrum shown in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.12 Secondary-electron (SE) images and panchromatic CL images of the AlGaN 
overgrowth sample (AO4). The CL spectra of different regions are extracted and shown. 
Dr. J. Bruckbauer is acknowledged for provision of this measurement. 
5.3.5 Growth Temperature Effect 
To investigate the growth temperature effect on surface morphology and crystalline 
quality of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN samples, the reactor pressure and the V/III ratio are fixed 
while growth temperature for AlGaN layers varies from 1055 0C to 1087 0C. Growth 
parameters are summarized in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Growth parameters for semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN overgrowth samples with 
various growth temperatures. 
Samples 
Temp. 
0C 
Press. 
torr 
NH3 
mmol/min 
TMGa 
mol/min 
TMAl 
mol/min 
PL@RT 
/nm 
BO1 1055 75 66.9 61.5 18.1 296 
BO2 1074 75 66.9 61.5 18.1 296 
BO3 1080 75 66.9 61.5 18.1 296 
BO4 1087 75 66.9 61.5 18.1 296 
 
The surface morphology is characterized by the reflectivity of in-situ laser (635 nm) as 
well as the SEM. As shown in Figure 5.11, the highest reflectance of AlGaN surface is obtained 
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at the moderate growth temperature, i.e. 10740C, where the surface with lowest density of 
arrow-like features is also observed. Lower and higher temperatures both generate higher 
densities and deeper arrow-like features on the AlGaN surfaces.  
 
Figure 5.11 In-situ reflectance of 635 nm laser of AlGaN overgrowth samples with 
different temperatures. The insets show the top-view SEM images at each temperature. 
It has been understood in c-plane Al(Ga)N growth that higher temperature is normally 
favourable of good surface due to the enhanced diffusion length, while the low temperature 
typically attenuates the anisotropic growth in semi-polar layers leading to better surface 
morphology. Therefore, the moderate growth temperature could be the compromised result of 
two competitive mechanisms.  
The FWHMs of the XRD rocking curves dependence on the azimuth angle are shown in 
Figure 5.12. With increasing growth temperature, the overall crystal quality of the AlGaN 
samples improves. And the AlGaN sample with the highest temperature exhibits the narrowest 
XRC linewidth both along [1-100] direction (00) and [11-2-3] direction (900). The improved 
crystal quality could be attributed to the enhanced diffusion length of Al atoms when the 
temperature increases. 
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Figure 5.12 Azimuth dependent XRC FWHMs of AlGaN overgrowth samples grown at 
various temperatures. 
The RT PL measurements are also performed as presented in Figure 5.13. Interestingly, 
although the growth temperature is increased from 1055 0C to 1087 0C, the PL wavelength (or 
Al composition) is almost no changed, indicating the non-sensitivity of Al incorporation 
towards the temperature at this range. However, the PL linewidth is narrowed from 12.7 nm at 
1055 0C to below 10.5 nm at higher temperature (1074 - 1087 0C), which could be attributed 
to the improved crystal quality at elevated growth temperature. 
 
Figure 5.13 Normalized RT PL of AlGaN overgrowth samples grown at various 
temperatures. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
A two-step overgrowth technology is developed to grow semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN on 
overgrown GaN on micro-rod templates to address the cracking issue and improve the crystal 
quality. 2 µm-thick (11-22) AlGaN layers with the Al composition ranging from 32.0 % to 
55.3 % and corresponding PL emission ranging from 309 nm to 271 nm are obtained. A flat 
and relatively smooth surface is obtained, although the undulation and arrow-like features (or 
chevron) are observed on the sample surface, which becomes more and deeper with increasing 
Al composition. The shoulders observed in RT PL are attributed to the non-uniform Al 
distribution near the “chevron” regions with RT CL studies. Studies on the growth temperature 
effect show that the crystal quality is improved with increasing temperature, whereas the 
surface morphology reaches up to the best at the moderate temperature. 
It is noteworthy that all AlGaN samples are crack-free across the 2 inch wafer. FWHMs 
of the X-ray rocking curves along the [1-100]/[11-2-3] directions are 0.2920/0.2010 for 32.0% 
Al and 0.3830/0.2060 for 55.3% Al, respectively, representing the best report for semi-polar 
AlGaN reported so far. These results indicate that the overgrowth technique is an effective 
approach to improve the crystal quality and address the cracking issue simultaneously for semi-
polar (11-22) AlGaN.  
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Chapter 6 Defect and Strain Analysis of 
Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN Obtained 
with Overgrowth Technique 
6.1 Introduction 
Although growing AlGaN on a semi-polar or non-polar orientation is considered as a 
promising way to potentially improve the optical efficiency due to the significantly reduced 
electric field within the active regions, the material quality of semi-polar or non-polar AlGaN 
epilayers is still a fundamental problem. Owing to this obstacle, comprehensive studies on the 
structural characterization of a semi-polar or non-polar oriented AlGaN are quite rare. 
Stellmach et al [1-2] and Dinh et al [3] respectively reported the semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN 
layers directly grown on m-plane sapphire or AlN template and they performed some basic 
characterization. Young et al [4] also investigated the anisotropic properties of the tensile stress 
and cracking in semi-polar and non-polar AlGaN/GaN heterostructures. However, these 
samples grown on planar substrates suffer from the relatively poor crystal quality, which makes 
the studies less impressive. 
In the last chapter, a two-step overgrowth technique developed by our group has been 
presented to address the issue of the crystal quality as well as the wafer cracking. With such 
overgrowth technique, we have achieved thick (>2μm) and crack-free semi-polar (11-22) 
AlGaN layers with various high Al compositions grown on the top of nearly but not yet fully-
coalesced GaN overgrown on micro-rod templates, leading both cracking issue and quality 
improvement to be managed simultaneously [5].  
In this chapter, a comprehensive investigation on the structural properties of semi-polar 
(11-22) AlGaN overgrowth samples was performed. The broadening behaviour in various 
reflections, and BSFs within the AlGaN layers are carefully checked and compared to the 
standard semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN counterparts. To study the strain relaxation in the semi-
polar (11-22) AlGaN overgrowth samples, a triclinic unit cell model is adopted to calculate the 
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in-plane and out-of-plan strain. Furthermore, both the symmetric (11-22) and asymmetric (11-
24) RSMs are employed to investigate the lattice tilt as well as the in-plane strain relaxation.  
It is found that the crystal quality of AlGaN is significantly improved via the overgrowth 
approach compared with any conventional AlGaN counterparts on planar substrates. Through 
a detailed strain analysis, semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers with large lattice tilts have been 
found to be compressively strained instead of being conventionally tensile strained, which is 
advantageous to preventing cracks.  
It is worth mentioning that the g·R = n invisibility criteria [6] for stacking faults is used 
to investigate the anisotropic broadening behaviour of the XRD, where g is the diffraction 
vector, R is the stacking fault displacement vector and n is an integer (including zero). Under 
this criteria, if the XRC FWHM of the diffraction vector g is broadened by the stacking fault 
(displacement vector, R), the g·R product must be non-integer and the stacking fault has a 
substantial component along the X-ray incident direction. Dislocations with a Burgers vector 
b can also broaden the XRC of diffraction vector g when the g·b is non-zero. 
6.2 Experimental Details 
Samples studied in this chapter are the overgrown samples AO1-AO8 with Al 
composition ranging from 32.0% to 55.3%. More details about growth parameters could be 
found in Chapter 5. 
Crystal quality of the AlGaN epilayers is structurally characterized by XRD (Bruker D8 
diffractometer) with azimuth-dependent rocking curve measurements in the on-axis (11-22) 
plane. And it is further investigated by other off-axis planes such as (000n) and (n0-n0) planes 
(n=1, 2,  3). To check the BSFs of all samples, PL emission of AlGaN at LT is measured by 
using a doubled-frequency argon ion laser with an excitation wavelength of 244 nm. In order 
to study the strain of the semi-polar AlGaN as a function of Al composition, multiple on- and 
off-axis XRD measurements have been conducted. Symmetric (11-22) RSM measured along 
both the [1-100] and the [11-2-3] in-plane directions and asymmetric (11-24) RSM measured 
along [11-2-3] direction are also analysed to check the lattice tilt of the AlGaN.  
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6.3 Defect Reduction Analysis 
6.3.1 On-axis (11-22) reflection 
 
Figure 6.1 Azimuth dependent XRC FWHMs of each layer in the overgrown AlGaN 
(Sample AO1). Data of the standard AlGaN (Sample A3) is also plotted for comparison. 
XRD rocking curves of the on-axis (11-22) plane have been measured with an azimuth 
angle ranging from 00 to 1800. As an example, the FWHM of the XRD rocking curves measured 
on the sample AO1 with 32.0% Al are presented in Figure 6.1, showing a typical anisotropic 
behaviour for a semi-polar sample, namely, the lowest FWHM along [11-2-3] (i.e., 900 azimuth 
angle) and the largest FWHM along [1-100] (i.e., 00 azimuth angle).  For comparison, the 
FWHMs of the underlying non-coalesced GaN, an as-grown (11-22) GaN (used for the 
fabrication of a micro-rod template), and a standard (11-22) AlGaN (sample A3,  = 310 nm, 
non-overgrown) with similar Al composition of 32% are also presented.  
Compared with the as-grown GaN, the crystal quality of the non-coalesced GaN is greatly 
improved, which has been attributed to the effective blockage of the defects due to the 
overgrowth technique. The overgrown GaN (although non-coalesced) serves as a good 
template for the subsequent AlGaN growth, thus leading to the further overgrown AlGaN with 
improved crystal quality. Compared with the standard (11-22) AlGaN sample with a thickness 
of 2 μm and Al composition of ~32% obtained on the planar sapphire substrate using a HT AlN 
buffer, the crystal quality of overgrown AlGaN has been significantly improved, confirmed by 
the XRD rocking curve FWHMs of 0.2920 along [1-100] direction and 0.2010 along [11-2-3] 
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direction. In contrast, the standard AlGaN exhibits the FWHMs of 0.4560 along [1-100] and 
0.2450 along [11-2-3]. 
Note that all semi-polar GaN and AlGaN samples exhibit anisotropic broadening in XRD 
rocking curves: FWHM along [1-100] is broader than that along [11-2-3]. Such anisotropic 
property is common in semi- or non- polar structures and has been widely reported [6-7]. It has 
been suggested that many factors, such as mosaic tilt of epilayers, stacking faults (BSFs or 
PSFs) and  dislocations, could contribute to anisotropic broadening of XRC [8].  
 
Figure 6.2 Anisotropy degree of  XRC FWHMs as a function of Al composition. Data of 
the as-grown GaN, overgrown GaN and standard AlGaN is also plotted for comparison. 
Here, in order to analyse the in-plane anisotropy of crystal quality, we define the 
anisotropy degree as: 
𝜌 =  
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀1−100−𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀11−2−3
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀1−100+𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀11−2−3
         (6.1) 
where FWHM1-100 and FWHM11-2-3 corresponds to the values measured along the [1-100] and 
the [11-2-3] directions, respectively.  
The anisotropy degree obtained as a function of Al composition is shown in Figure 6.2. It 
can be seen that the XRD anisotropy of high-quality overgrown GaN is almost smeared out 
leading to  ρ = 0.02, whereas standard semi-polar GaN without using any overgrowth technique 
exhibits a strong anisotropic feature, typically ρ = 0.33. Similarly, the overgrown AlGaN ( ρ = 
0.17, for 32.0% Al) also shows weaker anisotropic features than the standard AlGaN ( ρ = 0.30, 
with 32% Al). According to the g·R = n invisibility criteria mentioned above, BSFs (mainly I1 
type) are visible in the (11-22) reflection. Given a significant reduction in BSF density for our 
overgrown samples (see data in Figure 6.6), one can assume that BSFs and/or their partial 
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dislocations may be the predominating source for the strong anisotropic broadening of the XRD 
rocking curves.  
On the other hand, it can be observed in Figure 6.2, the anisotropy degree is around 0.2 
(the left circle) for the overgrown AlGaN samples with low Al composition below from 0.40, 
while the anisotropy degree remains around 0.33 for higher Al composition samples (the right 
circle). Since the BSF densities in all the overgrown AlGaN samples are actually comparable, 
confirmed by the NBE/BSFs PL intensity ratios measured at 10 K (all around 90 ~ 110 %), the 
enhanced anisotropy degree as a result of increasing Al composition could be mainly attributed 
to the lattice tilt, which is in turn due to an increase in lattice mismatch between AlGaN and 
GaN (see data in Figure 6.8). 
6.3.2 Off-axis reflections 
In order to study the in-plane mosaic twist of the (11-22) AlGaN samples, XRC 
measurements are performed in a skew symmetric geometry for off-axis planes. These planes 
have an inclination angle  with respect to the on-axis (11-22) plane at various azimuth angles 
and their XRCs are normally broadened by the in-plane misorientation. Sample A3 (standard 
AlGaN) and AO1 (overgrown AlGaN) with similar Al composition ~ 32% are analysed as 
examples and the results are shown in Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3 XRC FWHMs of the off-axis planes with different inclination angles with 
respect to the (11-22) plane. The azimuth angle for each reflection varies. 
It can be seen that, apart from (11-20) plane, the XRCs of the overgrowth sample are 
narrowed down by 38% ~ 48% compared to the standard AlGaN on planar substrate sample, 
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indicating a significant improvement in the microstructural quality with the overgrowth 
technique. Particularly, the (0002) reflection with the largest FWHM in both standard and 
overgrown samples exhibits the most significant improvement. This implies the great reduction 
of BSF-related partial dislocations and perfect dislocations. However, it shows no big change 
in the XRC linewidth of the (11-20) plane. Given that the (11-20) reflection is not sensitive to 
the BSFs based on the criteria mention above, it may imply that the major defect reduction 
associated with the two-step overgrowth technique lies on the BSFs and/or related partial 
dislocations. 
 
Figure 6.4 XRC FWHMs of the (000n) (a) and the (n0-n0) (b) reflections at different 
diffraction order. 
Figure 6.4 shows the FWHMs of the XRC for the (000n) and (n0-n0) reflections. From 
the standard AlGaN sample to the overgrowth sample, as the diffraction order n increases, the 
XRC FWHMs decrease by 71%, 70% and 65% for the (000n) reflections and decrease by 37%, 
36% and 35% for the (n0-n0) reflections. It has been reported that different off-axis planes are 
broadened by different broadening factors. According to the g·R = n invisibility criteria, the 
off-axis planes of (n0-n0) expect for the (30-30) reflection are broadened by BSFs, and the 
FWHMs of the c-plane (000n) diffraction is related to the partial dislocations and/or perfect 
dislocations (they are not sensitive to either BSFs or PSFs) [9]. Since there is a significant 
improvement in the XRC FWHMs for most off-axis planes, we conclude that our two-step 
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overgrowth technique could reduce both the BSFs and partial dislocations and/or perfect 
dislocations dramatically. 
6.3.3 (11-22) RSMs 
In order to further understand the XRD broadening of semi-polar AlGaN with different 
structures, the symmetric (11-22) reciprocal space mappings are taken along two primary in-
plane directions, namely the [1-100] direction (00 azimuth angle) and the [11-2-3] direction 
(900 azimuth angle), as shown in Figure 6.5.  
 
Figure 6.5 (11-22) RSMs measured along both in-plane directions (00 and 900 azimuth 
angle) for standard AlGaN samples (A3 and B1) and AlGaN overgrowth sample (AO1). 
For the RSMs measured along both in-plane directions, the diffraction spots of semi-polar 
(11-22) (Al)GaN in overgrowth samples exhibit smaller broadening than those in standard 
samples obtained on the planar substrates, indicating the overall improvement of crystal quality 
of the AlGaN and GaN epilayers. While the reciprocal lattice points of the AlGaN, GaN (or 
AlN) and the sapphire substrate are aligned in a vertical line in all 00 RSMs, a tilt angle of 1.10, 
1.00 and 1.50 between AlGaN and the substrate is observed in 900 RSMs for the 
AlGaN/AlN/sapphire (A3,  = 310 nm), the AlGaN/GaN/AlN/sapphire (B1,  = 309 nm) and 
the AlGaN overgrowth sample (AO1,  = 309 nm), respectively. The large mosaic tilt observed 
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in the overgrowth sample is believed to be able to effectively release the strain within the 
AlGaN layers, which will be discussed further later. 
It is noteworthy that in the 900 RSMs of the standard AlGaN samples, the A3 and B1, a 
distinct streak (or broadening) which has an inclination angle of ~580 with respect to the (11-
22) plane can be observed. Such a streak indicates the c direction and therefore is attributed to 
the diffuse scattering of the BSFs [10-12]. With the overgrowth technique in the sample AO1, 
however, the BSF-related broadening becomes much weaker, implying that a great reduction 
in the BSF density has been achieved. 
6.3.4 BSFs in LT PL 
PL measurements at LT (T=10K) are further carried out to investigate the BSFs-related 
emission property. PL spectra of sample A3 and AO1 with the similar Al composition are 
displayed as examples shown in Figure 6.6. The BSFs-related emission and the NBE emission 
can be clearly distinguished in both spectra. The intensity ratio, NBE/BSFs normally used to 
rapidly check the BSFs density, increases from 38% for sample A3 to 103% for AO1, which 
indicates the less BSFs existing in the overgrowth sample. More LT PL measurements show 
that the NBE/BSFs ratio for the standard AlGaN samples is typically 30-40% while the ratio is 
all around 90-110% for the overgrowth samples, which further supports the conclusion. 
  
Figure 6.6 LT PL spectra of the standard AlGaN (A3) and overgrown AlGaN (AO1). 
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6.4 Strain Relaxation 
6.4.1 Strain modelling in semi-polar (11-22)  
Although the study of strain in AlGaN/GaN has been well established on traditional c-
plane samples, it becomes complicated in semi-polar structures due to reduced symmetry and 
more complex distortion. Based on a triclinic unit cell mode, Frentrup et al [13] have developed 
an approach to determining the lattice parameters of semi-polar (11-22) structures using 
multiple on- and off-axis XRD measurement in a ω/2θ mode. The calculation principle of this 
approach could be briefly described as follows. 
In the traditional c-plane layers, the equation of the interplanar spacing dhkl of an ideal 
hexagonal crystal can be described by Equation 3.9 in chapter 3. However, due to lattice 
distortion in semi-polar orientated epilayers, unit cell base angles in addition to lattice constants, 
i.e. (a, b, c, α, β, γ), are needed. Regarding the distorted hexagonal cell as a triclinic cell, then 
the expression of dhkl will be expressed by: 
)222(
11
132312
2
33
2
22
2
1122
hlSklShkSlSkShS
Vdhkl
        (6.2) 
with  the volume of the unit cell V and the parameters Sij described by the following equations. 
𝑉 = 𝑎𝑏𝑐√1 − cos2 𝛼 − cos2 𝛽 − cos2 𝛾 + 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾         (6.3) 
𝑆11 = 𝑏
2𝑐2 sin2 𝛼       (6.4) 
 𝑆22 = 𝑎
2𝑐2 sin2 𝛽      (6.5) 
 𝑆33 = 𝑎
2𝑏2 sin2 𝛾      (6.6) 
𝑆12 = 𝑎𝑏𝑐
2(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾)     (6.7) 
𝑆23 = 𝑎
2𝑏𝑐(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼)    (6.8) 
𝑆13 = 𝑎𝑏
2𝑐(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽)     (6.9) 
For the very small distortions in semi-polar (11-22) layers, where the deviation of the 
basis angles i (i=α, β, γ) is typically in the order of |i| < 0.50, the first-order Taylor series 
approximation for the sine and cosine terms can be used in Equation 6.3 - 6.9 to simply the 
expression. Inserting these simplified equations into Equation 6.2, the interplanar spacing dhkl 
of {h k i l} planes in a triclinic lattice is expressed as: 
1
𝑑2
=
4
3
(ℎ2+𝑘2+𝑙2)
𝑎2
+
𝑙2
𝑐2
+
(8ℎ2+8𝑘2+20ℎ𝑘)
3√3𝑎2
𝛿𝛾 +
(4ℎ𝑙+8𝑘𝑙)𝛿𝛼+(8ℎ𝑙+4𝑘𝑙)𝛿𝛽
3𝑎𝑐
         (6.10) 
where the two additional terms compared to the hexagonal crystal describe the distortion within 
the basal plane and the shearing between the c-axis and the basal plane, respectively. 
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The expression could be simplified even further by inserting the correlation between α 
and γ in the semi-polar (11-22) structure namely α = γ as following: 
1
𝑑2
=
4
3
(ℎ2+𝑘2+𝑙2)
𝑎2
+
𝑙2
𝑐2
+
(8ℎ2+8𝑘2+20ℎ𝑘)
3√3𝑎2
𝛿𝛾 +
4(ℎ𝑙+𝑘𝑙)
𝑎𝑐
𝛿𝛼         (6.11) 
Based on the above equation, lattice parameters and unit cell base angles of our overgrown 
AlGaN can be extracted. Below is an example using the overgrown AlGaN sample AO3. A 
series of multiple on- and off-axis /2 measurements for the overgrown AlGaN and the GaN 
underneath have been carried out, respectively, namely, (0002), (0004), (11-20), (2-1-12),         
(-12-1-2), (11-22), (11-24), (1-103) and (1-101), as shown in Table 6.1. These on- and off-axis 
planes with various inclination angle with respect to the surface are measured at various 
azimuth angles, which could provide more accurate information on the in-plane and out-of-
plane distances as well as the shearing of the crystal lattice. 
Table 6.1 On- and off-axis /2 measurements for GaN and AlGaN in sample AO3. 
(11-22) underlying GaN 
h k i l /degree Δ/FWHM dhkl/Å measured 
0002 17.283 0.195 2.5928 
0004 36.348 0.229 1.2997 
11-20 28.887 0.241 1.5946 
2-1-1-2 34.559 0.192 1.3580 
-12-1-2 34.766 0.212 1.3509 
11-22 34.500 0.243 1.3600 
11-24 49.958 0.230 1.0062 
1-103 31.739 0.205 1.4643 
1-101 18.517 0.326 2.4255 
(11-22) AlGaN 
h k i l /degree Δ/FWHM dhkl/Å measured 
0002 17.536 0.462 2.5566 
0004 37.055 0.418 1.2783 
11-20 29.255 0.335 1.5762 
2-1-1-2 35.116 0.310 1.3391 
-12-1-2 35.193 0.278 1.3366 
11-22 34.900 0.278 1.3463 
11-24 50.770 0.328 0.9944 
1-103 32.165 0.441 1.4470 
1-101 18.578 0.362 2.4179 
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Based on the Equation 6.11, with the software MATLAB or EXCEL, the lattice 
parameters and basis angles of the AlGaN and GaN have been obtained: a = (3.1743 ± 0.0001) 
Å, c = (5.1947 ± 0.0001) Å, α = (90.000 ± 0.020) and γ= (119.990 ± 0.010) for the underlying 
GaN; a = (3.1501 ± 0.0001) Å, c = (5.1091 ± 0.0001) Å, α = (89.990 ± 0.020) and γ= (119.990 
± 0.020) for the AlGaN. The basis angles α and γ in both layers are quite close to their respective 
counterparts in an unstrained state, indicating negligible distortion or shearing as a result of 
significant strain relaxation. 
 With the lattice parameters derived above, the out-of-plane and in-plane strain in the 
AlGaN and the GaN layers can be then deduced from equations below: 
0
2211
0
22112211
2211





d
dd meas
      (6.12) 
0
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    (6.13) 
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L
LLmeas
       (6.14) 
where d and L are the interplanar spacing and distance, respectively; index “0” and “meas” 
denote the unstrained and strained layers, respectively. For the unstrained layers, the interplanar 
spacing and the in-plane distance obey the linear Vegard’s law, 
GaN
hkil
AlN
hkilhkil dxxdd
,0,00 )1(      (6.15) 
GaN
hkil
AlN
hkilhkil LxxLL
,0,00 )1(      (6.16) 
where x is the Al composition of the AlGaN alloy. For the lattice parameters and elastic 
constants used in this work, please refer to Ref. [13]. 
6.4.2 Analysis for the strain calculation 
Table 6.2 Calculated in-plane and out-of-plane strain in the AlGaN overgrowth sample 
(AO3). ‘+’ means tensility; ‘-’ means compression. 
Epilayers 
In-plane strain Out-of-plane strain 
11-2-3 1-100 11-22 
Underlying GaN -5.8482×10-5 -4.7737×10-3 +1.1651×10-3 
AlGaN -1.1895×10-3 -3.3888×10-3 +1.6665×10-3 
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The calculated results of the in-plane strain and out-of-plane strain are summarized in 
Table 6.2. It has been found that both the AlGaN and the underlying GaN exhibit anisotropic 
in-plane compressive strain. For the underlying GaN, the in-plane strain along [11-2-3] is             
-5.8482×10-5, approaching to zero and thus indicating almost complete relaxation along this 
direction, while the strain along [1-100] is two orders higher than that along [11-2-3], showing 
much higher compressive strain.  
This anisotropic strain in the overgrown GaN layer could be understood from the specific 
material overgrowth process. The GaN overgrowth initiated from the sidewalls of micro-rods 
and advanced along the c and a direction, where the c-oriented growth is much faster than the 
a-oriented growth. The predominant c-oriented growth should lead to large strain relaxation 
along the [11-2-3] direction which is the in-plane projection of the c-direction. The voids, 
formed when the c-oriented growth facet meets with the a-oriented growth facet, can 
effectively block the BSFs and cause either annihilation or termination of dislocations [14] 
along with  the strain relaxation simultaneously. The second GaN coalescence which is not 
completely finished further maintains the strain relaxation of the GaN layer. Moreover, the 
anisotropic lattice mismatch between GaN and the sapphire substrate, which is 1% along the 
c-direction but 16% along the m-direction [15], respectively, also probably contributes to the 
in-plane strain anisotropy. 
For the AlGaN layer, it exhibits compressive instead of tensile strain. The strain along the 
[1-100] is about three times larger than that along the [11-23] direction. Due to the non-
coalesced GaN underneath, the AlGaN growth proceeds laterally at the initial stage (evidenced 
by the formation of a triangle void observed in the circle in Figure 5.3 in Chapter 5). Similar 
to the GaN overgrowth, the lateral overgrowth along the c-direction in the AlGaN also results 
in much larger strain relaxation than that along the [11-2-3] direction. Furthermore, the strain 
relaxation can effectively occur as a result of residual voids formed when the AlGaN was 
grown on the non-coalesced GaN. Therefore, the great improvement in the crystal quality of 
AlGaN is attributed not only to the high-quality GaN underneath, but also to the great strain 
relaxation which provides less chance for the formation of dislocations or wafer cracking.  
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6.4.3 Lattice tilt in (11-22) and (11-24) RSMs 
 
Figure 6.7 (11-22) 2/ maps measured at both 00 and 900 azimuth angle. The tilt angle 
(referring to the omega difference) between different layers can be easily read from maps. 
The strain has been further investigated by XRD reciprocal space mapping  measurements 
in which the distortion or relaxation of the reciprocal lattice point (RLP) can be clearly 
observed. As an example, Figure 6.7 shows the 2/ mapping of the AlGaN with Al 
composition of 36.2% (sample AO4), measured along a symmetrical direction, i.e., (11-22). 
The corresponding RSM with a reciprocal coordinate qx and qz is shown in Figure. 6.5. 
As shown in both figures, when the (11-22) RSM is measured along [1-100], the RLPs of 
the GaN and the AlGaN nearly stand in a straight line with the RLP of sapphire, showing that 
the AlGaN is coherently grown on the GaN layers along this direction. However, when 
measured along [11-2-3], the mosaic tilt between the three layers can be clearly observed. A 
tilt angle of 0.50 is exhibited for the underlying GaN layer with respect to the m-plane sapphire 
while a tilt of 1.10 for the AlGaN layer with respect to the underlying GaN. This is in good 
agreement with the above analysis that ε1-100 is much larger than ε11-2-3 in both the GaN and the 
AlGaN. It has been reported by Tyagi et al [16] that lattice tilt could cause partial strain 
relaxation via misfit dislocation generation at the AlGaN/GaN interface and even be used to 
quantify the strain relaxation. In comparison with the tilt angles reported by other groups [3, 
17], the increased tilt angle in our AlGaN sample indicates enhanced great strain relaxation, 
which is consistent with the residue strain obtained above. 
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Figure 6.8 Asymmetric (11-24) RSMs measured at 900 azimuth angle for AlGaN 
overgrowth samples with various Al compositions. 
The asymmetric (11-24) RSMs measured at 900 azimuth angle, namely the c-axis 
projection are used to further check the relaxation along the in-plane direction, as shown in 
Figure 6.8. 
 
Figure 6.9 (a) Illustration of the RLP change in an asymmetric RSM. (b) Tilt angles of 
(11-24) plane extracted from RSMs as a function of the Al composition. 
It has been understood that both the alloy composition and strain can make the RLP shift 
in the asymmetric RSM. As illustrated in Figure 6.9 (a), if only the alloy composition is 
changed (no strain), the RLP will shift along a straight line to the substrate (or template), 
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whereas if only the strain is changed within the alloy (but no composition change), the RLP 
will deviate from this line, showing a lattice tilt.  
From the overgrowth AlGaN sample AO1 to the AO8 (Figure 6.8), we can see that the 
RLPs of the AlGaN become closer to the RLPs of the sapphire substrate (or away from the 
RLPs of the GaN), indicating the increase of the alloy composition. In addition, similar to the 
symmetric (11-22) RSMs measured along the [11-2-3] direction, a lattice tilt between the 
epilayer and the substrate is also observed, which confirms the strain relaxation along the in-
plane direction. Interestingly, the tilting direction from the GaN to sapphire is opposite to the 
tilting direction from the AlGaN to the GaN, which possibly results from the different strain 
state between them. 
The tilt angles of the (11-24) plane extracted from the RSMs are shown in Figure 6.9 (b) 
as a function of the Al composition. As the Al composition increases, the tilt angle from the 
GaN to sapphire remains similar being around 1.50 while the tilt angle from the AlGaN to the 
GaN increases gradually. Such increasing tilt angles could be attributed to the more misfit 
dislocations at the AlGaN/GaN interface due to the larger lattice mismatch, which would result 
in strain relaxation. 
6.5 Conclusion  
Crack-free semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN with a ~2 μm thickness and high Al composition of 
up to 55.3% have been successfully grown on our specially designed overgrown GaN on a 
micro-rod template by MOCVD. The FWHMs of the X-ray rocking curves along the [1-
100]/[11-2-3] directions are 0.2920/0.2010 for 33.2% Al and 0.3810/0.2060 for 55.3% Al, 
respectively, representing the best report for semi-polar AlGaN reported so far. XRD studies 
of the on-axis and off-axis planes show a dramatic improvement of the crystal quality compared 
to the standard AlGaN sample. Detailed studies of the strain have been investigated by means 
of multiple on- and off-axis XRD measurements along with the (11-22) symmetric and the (11-
24) asymmetric RSM measurements, showing compressive instead of tensile in-plane strain 
and also significant strain relaxation in our AlGaN layers. It indicates that our overgrowth 
method is an effective way to both release the strain and improve the crystal quality 
simultaneously, which plays an important role in developing semi-polar deep UV emitters with 
a step-change in optical performance. 
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Chapter 7 Optical Investigation of High-
Quality Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers 
7.1 Introduction 
The AlGaN-based UV emitters reported so far are almost exclusively grown on c-plane 
substrates. This polar orientation leads to built-in electric fields across the active region and 
thus a reduced quantum efficiency [1]. Another issue in the ternary alloy is the exciton 
localization induced as a result of alloy compositional fluctuations [2]. This issue becomes 
more severe for the growth of DUV emitters with a sub-280 nm wavelength, where higher Al 
content (>50%) is required leading to significantly enhanced compositional fluctuations [3-4]. 
It is well-known that exciton localization plays an important role in improving the quantum 
efficiency for III-nitride light-emitting diodes (LEDs), in particular InGaN LEDs [5], but large 
localization disturbs uniform population inversion, thus leading to an increase in threshold 
current for lasing [2]. Finally, it is understood that it is another great challenge to achieve high 
Al-content p-type AlGaN with good conductivity as a result of its large activation energy. 
Consequently, the shortest wavelength of the UV laser diodes (LDs) reported so far is limited 
to 336 nm and such UV LDs can only be operated in pulsed mode with very high thresholds 
[6].  
Building on experience from InGaN based semi-polar emitters in the visible spectral 
region [7], one promising approach forward is to grow UV emitters along semi-/non- polar 
orientations, which can reduce or eliminate the polarization induced electrical fields. It has also 
been understood that there exists significant difference in exciton localization between semi-
polar and c-plane InGaN. Higher homogeneity of indium composition has been achieved in 
semi-polar (20-21) InGaN [8]. Note, however, that atom probe tomography has been used to 
indicate a greater non-randomness in indium distribution in non-polar InGaN compared to 
polar c-plane [9]. So far, there is rare report on the study of the exciton localization in semi-
polar AlGaN [10]. Furthermore, it has been predicted theoretically that a higher optical gain 
could be obtained in semi-/non- polar AlGaN based LDs [11-12]. All these imply that semi-
/non-polar AlGaN can possibly exhibit advantages over than its c-plane counterpart in terms 
of growing LDs. 
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However, owing to great challenges in obtaining semi-/non- polar AlGaN with high 
quality, there are only a few reports on the studies of the optical properties of such materials. 
So far, there has been a near complete absence of research on semi-polar AlGaN with high Al 
composition. Unlike c-plane AlGaN, semi-/non- polar AlGaN generally suffers from basal-
plane stacking faults (BSFs) in addition to dislocations, further complicating the study of the 
optical properties of semi-/non- polar AlGaN. Huang et al [13] studied the exciton localization 
of the BSFs-related emission in non-polar AlGaN with Al composition ranging from 0 to 0.28. 
Netzel et al [14] investigated the optical polarization properties of both the NBE emission and 
the BSFs-related emission in semi-polar AlGaN. However, in both cases the BSFs-related 
emission is hardly distinguished from the NBE emission, thus leading to great challenges in 
performing detailed studies due to the difficulty in obtaining high-quality AlGaN. 
In Chapter 4, we have developed a two-step overgrowth technique for (11-22) semi-polar 
AlGaN based on the overgrowth approach of semi-polar (11-22) GaN on micro-rod arrayed 
templates [15-17]. Such two-step overgrown samples exhibits the best crystal quality compared 
with other reports [18]. So far, we have achieved thick and crack-free semi-polar (11-22) 
AlGaN with Al composition of up to 55%.  
In this chapter, the optical properties of these high crystal quality (11-22) semi-polar 
AlGaN samples have been investigated. Both the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions, which 
have been clearly distinguished as a result of the high crystal quality, have been systematically 
studied by means of temperature-dependent photoluminescence and RT CL measurements. A 
comprehensive study on the exciton localization of the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions 
has been also performed. More importantly, a detailed comparison study has been performed 
on these semi-polar AlGaN samples and their c-plane AlGaN counterparts with similar Al 
composition. All the semi-polar AlGaN samples show a clear reduction in Al composition 
fluctuations compared with their c-plane counterparts. The results presented demonstrate that 
semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN may be more favourable for being employed to grow DUV LDs 
than c-plane AlGaN. 
7.2 Experimental Details 
The semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN samples used were grown by using the two-step 
overgrowth approach, where the thick and crack-free semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN has been 
achieved on the top of nearly-but-not-fully coalesced GaN deliberately grown on the micro-
rod arrayed templates. The Al composition of these overgrowth samples ranges from 32.0% to 
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55.3%. The FWHMs of XRD rocking curves measured along the [1-100]/[11-2-3] directions 
(XRD measurements along the two directions are typically used to evaluate the crystal quality 
of III-nitrides [8]) are 0.2920/0.2010 for 32.0% Al and 0.3810/0.2060 for 55.3% Al respectively, 
representing the best quality for semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN with similar Al composition ever 
reported. It has also been demonstrated that our overgrowth technique can effectively both 
manage strain and improve crystal quality simultaneously [18]. More details about the 
overgrowth and structural characterization can be found in Chapter 5. 
PL measurements were performed by using a doubled-frequency Argon ion laser with an 
excitation wavelength of 244 nm. For temperature-dependent PL measurements, the samples 
were held in a helium closed-circuit cryostat where the temperature can be controlled from 10 
to 300K. The photoluminescence was spatially separated by a diffraction grating within a 0.5 
m monochromator and then analysed using a CCD which was thermoelectrically cooled down 
to -70 0C. CL measurements were carried out at RT using a field-emission gun scanning 
electron microscope equipped with a 0.125m spectrometer and electron multiplying CCD 
detector and using a Cassegrain reflecting objective to collect luminescence down to 200 nm 
[19]. 
 
Figure 7.1 Normalized LT PL spectra of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN overgrowth samples. 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 LT PL 
Figure 7.1 shows the normalized PL spectra measured at 10K, exhibiting two main peaks 
in all the samples. Being similar to semi-polar GaN, these two peaks are due to the NBE and 
BSFs-related emission, respectively. In all PL spectra, a cascade of longitudinal optical (LO) 
phonon replica on the low energy side of the main peaks have also been observed, with an 
energy spacing of around 95-100meV as shown in Figure 7.2, where the PL spectrum of the 
AlGaN sample with 32.2% Al content is provided in a logarithmic scale as an example. The 
LO phonon energy obtained for our AlGaN samples agrees well with the LO phonon energy 
reported for GaN (91meV) [20] and AlN (110meV) [21].  
 
Figure 7.2 Multiple peaks Gaussian fitting of the LT PL spectrum for the AlGaN with 
32.2% Al content. The red arrows show LO phonon replicas. 
Although the NBE and the BSF emissions are clearly separated at a low temperature, a 
fitting using multiple Gaussian curves has been made in order to obtain the accurate emission 
peak energies of these two emissions. Figure 7.2 presents an example about our fitting. 
Although fitting with symmetric Gaussian curves is a commonly-used method in PL spectrum 
[4, 22], it should be noted that the real peaks are not strictly symmetric, which might cause 
some deviation in the value of peak positions and FWHMs.  
Figure 7.3 shows the emission energies and their separation of the NBE and the BSFs-
related emission as a function of Al composition, exhibiting that the BSFs-related emission is 
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about 41 meV and 52 meV lower than that of the NBE emission when the Al composition is 
32.0% and 55.3%, respectively. Furthermore, Figure 7.3 demonstrates that the emission energy 
separation between the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions increases with increasing Al 
composition, agreeing with the other report [13].  
 
Figure 7.3 Emission peak energies of the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions, and their 
energy separation as a function of Al composition. 
Generally speaking, the emission energy separation between NBE and BSFs-related 
emission is also affected by the difference of their respective exciton binding energies and their 
localization energy difference. Tischer et al [23] reported that the energy separation between 
the NBE and the BSFs-related emission in (11-22) AlGaN is larger than that in GaN, suggesting 
that the BSFs regions exhibiting a cubic core with lower Al composition serving as a “quantum 
well” (QW) are sandwiched by the regions without containing BSFs as “barriers”. Assuming 
that the composition discrepancy between such “QWs” and such “barriers” increases with 
increasing Al composition, the exciton binding energy difference between NBE and BSFs-
related emission will be enhanced with increasing Al composition. Another possible reason for 
the increase of the energy separation involves the polarization field induced QCSE in BSF 
regions. Lahnemann et al [24] suggested that the spontaneous polarization at the wurtzite/zinc-
blende interface could result in electric fields across the BSFs regions, leading to a redshift of 
the BSF related emission. The spontaneous polarization induced electrical fields are expected 
to be stronger with increasing Al composition [25].  
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7.3.2 RT CL 
 
Figure 7.4 Integrated RT CL intensity images of sample AO4 with a detected wavelength 
at 290-303nm (a) and 304-315nm (b), where the dashed rectangles indicate BSFs regions. 
Dr. J. Bruckbauer is acknowledged for provision of this measurement. 
To further characterize the emission properties of AlGaN alloys, RT CL measurements 
were carried out on the AlGaN sample with 36.2% Al content as an example, which is shown 
in Figure 7.4. The excitation voltage used is 5 kV, corresponding to an electron penetration 
depth of ~100 nm, and thus only the emission from the AlGaN can be detected. Since BSFs are 
two dimensional extended defects embedded in a basal plane, they appear as sets of parallel 
lines or bundles in CL or transmission electron microscope (TEM) images [16,26]. The RT CL 
shows two dominant emissions in the region 290-315 nm, which we attribute to NBE emission 
from regions of different composition. As shown by the CL intensity variations in Figure 6.4, 
BSFs-related regions (dashed rectangles) are separated by BSF-free regions, forming a periodic 
distribution on the AlGaN surface. Such a distribution is similar to that observed in the TEM 
images of our overgrown GaN [16], suggesting that the BSFs within the underlying GaN extend 
to the top AlGaN layer. The majority of the surface is dominated by the NBE emission at about 
297 nm, as observed in the CL intensity image with an integration window of 290-303 nm 
(Figure 7.4 (a)). The CL intensity image integrated over 304-315 nm reveals a different Al 
content at the chevrons (running perpendicular to the stripes), where the NBE peak is shifted 
to approximately 305 nm as shown in Figure 7.4 (b). 
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Figure 7.5 High spatial resolution CL imaging in a chevron-free region of sample AO4. 
The SE image, emission peak energy image  and emission peak FWHM image are shown. 
Dr. J. Bruckbauer is acknowledged for provision of this measurement. 
High spatial resolution CL was performed to further investigate the emission 
characteristics of the NBE in a chevron-free region. Figure 7.5 shows the CL peak energy and 
the FWHM images of the sample, alongside the corresponding secondary electron (SE) image 
of the mapped area. The area where BSFs are present exhibits a lower emission energy at ~4.14 
eV and a broader CL linewidth (FWHM) of ~ 150 meV, compared to the area where there are 
no BSFs (with an emission energy of ~ 4.18 eV and a CL linewidth of ~100 meV). The broader 
linewidth is most likely due to the lower quality of the material in that region with a high 
density of BSFs, which also leads to the apparent shift in energy. 
7.3.3 Temperature dependent PL 
In order to investigate exciton localization arising from Al compositional fluctuations in 
AlGaN alloys, temperature-dependent PL measurements for all AlGaN samples have been 
performed. In all cases, the peak energy of the NBE exhibits the same “S” shape behaviour 
when the temperature increases from 10 to 300 K, namely, it redshifts initially, then blueshifts 
and finally redshifts. Such a behaviour has been widely reported in c-plane AlGaN as an 
indicator of the existence of localized states [4]. The initial redshift is due to carrier 
redistribution to deeper localized states via a hopping process. With increasing temperature, 
the carriers are delocalized to higher energy states, giving rise to a blueshift in peak energy. 
The redshift at higher temperatures is due to the temperature induced bandgap shrinkage.  
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Figure 7.6 Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN with Al 
content of 32.2% (a), 36.2% (b), 46.9% (c) and 55.3% (d). The dash lines show the 
emission energy shift of the NBE and BSFs. 
Being similar to c-plane AlGaN, such “S” shape behaviour for the NBE in semi-polar 
AlGaN is also be attributed to Al compositional fluctuation induced exciton localization. In 
contrast, the temperature dependent behaviour of the BSFs-related emission shows a different 
story. For the samples with low Al composition (< 46.9%), the emission peak still exhibits the 
similar “S” shape behaviour as the NBE does, whereas the samples with high Al composition 
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(> 46.9%) show a redshift and then a blue shift only. The typical temperature-dependent PL 
spectra corresponding to the above two regions are shown in Figure 7.6 (a)-(b) and Figure 7.6 
(c)-(d), where the samples with 32.2% and 36.2% Al content and 46.9% and 55.3% Al content 
are used as examples, respectively. 
As shown in Figure 7.6 (c)-(d), the BSFs-related emission quenches quickly at high 
temperatures. From the XRD data shown in Figure 5.7, it can be seen that the XRC FWHM 
along [1-100] increases from ~0.30 for low-Al-content samples to ~0.40 for high-Al-content 
samples. This means with higher Al incorporation, higher density of defects, e.g. partial 
dislocations associated with the BSFs and the threading dislocations, are expected. They act as 
non-radiative recombination centres, contributing to the fast thermal quench at high 
temperatures observed in the samples with higher Al-content. 
 
Figure 7.7 Peak energy shifts for the NBE (a) and BSFs-related (b) emissions of selected 
semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN samples (AO2, AO4, AO6 and AO8). The red solid lines 
represent the fitted curves by using the modified Varshni equation in order to obtain 
exciton localization depth. The blue circles in (b) indicate the transition temperatures. 
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7.3.4 Localization Effect 
Figure 7.7 shows the temperature dependence of the emission peak energies of the NBE 
and the BSFs-related emissions. The modified Varshni equation based on a band-tail-filling 
model, has been widely used in InGaN and can be employed to fit the emission peak energy, 
𝐸(𝑇) = 𝐸(0) −
𝛼𝑇2
𝑇+𝛽
−
𝜎2
𝑘𝐵𝑇
       (7.1) 
where E(0) is the band gap energy of AlGaN, α and β are the fitting parameters, kB is 
Boltzmann’s constant and σ is the localization depth which represents an estimated degree of 
localization. The best fitting in both the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions can be obtained 
with α = (1-1.18) × 10-3 eV/K and β= (1100-1500) K, which are comparable with the values 
reported for their c-plane counterparts [27]. For AlGaN with 47%＜Al%＜56%, it is difficult 
to estimate the localization depth of the BSFs-related emission as a result of the quenching of 
the BSFs-related emission at high temperatures. However, it could be estimated from a 
transition temperature at which the emission peak energy switches from a redshift to a blueshift. 
When the Al composition increases from 32.0% to 46.9%, the localization depth increases from 
26 to 33 meV, where the corresponding transition temperature increases from 80 to 100K. 
Given that the transition temperature is as high as 230K for the sample with 55.3% Al content, 
the localization depth of the BSFs-related emission should be much higher than 33 meV.  
The obtained localization depths of the NBE and the BSFs-related emission have been 
provided in Figure 7.7. When the Al composition increases from 32.0% to 55.3%, the 
localization depth of the NBE increases from 16 to 29 meV, while the localization depth of the 
BSF related emission increases from 26 to 33 meV with increasing Al content from 32.0% to 
46.9%, about 10 meV larger than that for the NBE.  
One possible reason is due to the Al redistribution in BSF regions as mentioned above 
[23]. Such a compositional discrepancy between the BSF regions (serving as “QWs”) and the 
BSF-free regions (serving as “barriers”) forms a kind of “hereto-structure”, roughening their 
interface sharpness. Being similar to InGaN/GaN systems, this kind of interfacial roughness 
enhances exciton localization.  
Furthermore, the localization effect in BSFs can be further enhanced as a result of the 
generation of the donor nuclei in the vicinity of BSFs. As Corfdir et al [28] highlighted, the 
coupling between donor nuclei and BSFs could lead to the localization of electrons within the 
plane of BSFs in a-plane GaN. In our AlGaN, in particular the high Al contained AlGaN, the 
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generation of these extrinsic donors is probably further enhanced, as a large ratio of Al 
precursor/Ga precursor is required.  
It is interesting to compare exciton localization in semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN with that in 
c-plane AlGaN [4, 29-30]. The typical values of the localization depths and the LT PL line-
width in c-plane AlGaN with various Al composition, which are extracted from Ref. 29, have 
been summarized in Table 7.1.  
Table 7.1 Localization depths of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN and c-plane AlGaN. 
Al% 
Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN  c-plane AlGaN [29] 
σ(NBE) PL FWHM  σ(NBE) PL FWHM 
/ meV / meV  / meV / meV 
32.2% 16.4 31  40 36 
36.2% 22.5 35  43 39 
46.9% 26.0 39  56 45 
55.3% 29.6 48  67 51 
 
It can be observed that the localization depth of the NBE increases from 40 to 67 meV 
when the Al composition increases from 32.2% to 55.3% in c-plane AlGaN, which are 
considerably larger than those of the semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN with similar Al composition. 
It means that the exciton localization in semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is generally weaker than 
that in its c-plane counterpart.  
This is further confirmed by the PL linewidths, where the PL emission of the semi-polar 
(11-22) AlGaN is generally narrower than that of its counterpart. As mentioned above, a 
reduced localization depth leads to an increase in optical gain and thus a reduction in threshold 
for lasing. This means that semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN exhibits major advantages over than its 
c-plane counterpart, in particular in the growth of DUV LDs. Of course, a further improvement 
in crystal quality is necessary, as BSFs and their associated partial dislocations in semi-polar 
AlGaN can also affect the performance of LDs such as threshold for lasing. 
7.4 Conclusion 
We have investigated the optical properties of a number of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN 
samples with Al composition ranging from 32.0% to 55.3%. Combination of temperature-
dependent PL and RT CL measurements have been performed in order to study both NBE and 
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BSFs-related emissions. The energy separation between the two emissions increases with 
increasing Al composition, which is mainly ascribed to the compositional discrepancy within 
BSF regions and enhanced QCSE also within the BSF regions. A detailed study of exciton 
localization of the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions have been performed, showing the 
localization depth of the BSFs-related emission is larger than that of the NBE in each sample. 
Most importantly, the localization depth of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is generally smaller than 
that of its c-plane counterpart, suggesting that semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is more favourable 
for the growth of DUV LDs than its counterpart. Our results provide a deep insight into the 
optical properties of semi-polar AlGaN, which is of significant importance to the development 
of semi-polar AlGaN based DUV LDs. 
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Chapter 8 Summary and Future work 
8.1 Summary 
Due to the tremendous application prospects, AlGaN-based UV emitters have recently 
attracted much research interest, in particular for the deep UV emitters operating below 280 
nm wavelength where the high Al compositions are required. Since the conventional c-plane 
AlGaN structures suffer from the quantum-confined stark effect across the active regions, we 
move forward to the research on a semi-polar direction, i.e., (11-22), in which the QCSE is 
expected to significantly reduced and hence the quantum efficiency potentially improved.  
The main work of this research is about the epitaxial growth of high quality semi-polar 
(11-22) AlGaN epilayers with the MOCVD technique as well as comprehensive 
characterization of structural and optical properties of the AlGaN layers. 
Semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN epilayers with various Al compositions have been obtained 
with two different approaches. One is to directly grow standard AlGaN on the AlN or GaN 
buffer layer on the planar (10-10) m-plane sapphire, and another one is to grow AlGaN on the 
overgrown GaN on micro-rod templates with a two-step overgrowth technique developed by 
our group.   
In both ways, the Al composition could be tuned spanning a wide range by varying the 
TMAl / (TMAl + TMGa) ratio. The typical undulations and arrow-like features are observed 
in all semi-polar AlGaN samples, but they are larger and deeper in overgrowth samples. CL 
measurements in overgrowth samples show that the side peaks in PL spectrum derive from the 
non-uniformity of Al distribution near the “chevron” regions. It has been found that the crystal 
quality is improved with increasing temperature, whereas the surface morphology reaches up 
to the best at an intermediate temperature. 
Moreover, semi-polar AlGaN MQWs with various QW thickness grown on standard 
AlGaN show no clear blueshift with increasing excitation power, indicating the absence of 
QCSE within the semi-polar MQWs. 
More importantly, the standard AlGaN samples exhibit poor crystal quality and severe 
wafer cracking whereas the overgrowth samples are crack-free across 2-inch wafers and exhibit 
excellent crystal quality. The FWHMs of the X-ray rocking curves along the [1-100]/[11-2-3] 
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directions are 0.2920/0.2010 for 32.0% Al and 0.3810/0.2060 for 55.3% Al, respectively, 
representing the best report for semi-polar AlGaN so far. 
By performing a detailed azimuth dependent (11-22) on-axis XRC measurements, the 
XRC FWHMs of the AlGaN samples with two different structures are compared, indicating a 
significant improvement of the overall crystal quality with the overgrowth technique. XRD 
studies on the off-axis planes including the (000n) (n=2, 4, 6) and the (n0-n0) (n=1, 2, 3) 
diffraction are performed, also showing dramatically improved crystal quality of overgrowth 
samples compared to the standard AlGaN. 
Detailed studies of the strain have been performed using a triclinic unit cell model by 
means of multiple on- and off-axis XRD /2 measurements. It shows that the in-plane strain 
are anisotropic and even compressive instead of tensile, which is advantageous to prevent  
cracking. Further studies on the (11-22) symmetric and the (11-24) asymmetric RSMs 
measurements reveal large lattice tilts between the AlGaN and the GaN, confirming significant 
strain relaxation in the AlGaN overgrowth layers. It indicates that our overgrowth method is 
an effective way to both release the strain and improve the crystal quality simultaneously, 
which plays an important role in developing semi-polar deep UV emitters with a step-change 
in optical performance. 
Furthermore, the optical properties of high quality semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN layers with 
Al composition ranging from 32.0% to 55.3% are investigated systematically. Combination of 
LT PL and RT CL measurements has been performed in order to study both NBE and BSFs-
related emissions. The energy separation between the two emissions increases with increasing 
Al composition, which is mainly ascribed to the compositional discrepancy within BSF regions 
and enhanced QCSE also within the BSF regions.  
A detailed study of exciton localization of the NBE and the BSFs-related emissions has 
been performed with the temperature dependent PL measurements. Localization energies for 
both emissions are obtained by using the modified Varshni equation, showing the localization 
depth of the BSFs-related emission is larger than that of the NBE in each sample. Most 
importantly, the localization depth of semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is generally smaller than that 
of its c-plane counterpart, suggesting that semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN is more favourable for the 
growth of DUV LDs than its counterpart. Our results provide a deep insight into the optical 
properties of semi-polar AlGaN, which is of significant importance to the development of semi-
polar AlGaN based DUV LDs. 
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8.2 Future work 
The future work in this project will be suggested as follows. 
(1) Structural analysis for AlGaN overgrowth samples 
To characterise the defect densities, e.g. BSFs and threading dislocation densities, and 
further study the defect reduction mechanism with the overgrowth technique, the TEM 
measurement is suggested. Also, accurate Al composition analysis throughout all AlGaN 
overgrown samples are recommended.  
(2) Growth condition optimisation of current overgrowth technology 
Growth conditions with current overgrowth technology need further optimization in the 
future, in order to get smoother surface and better crystal quality for semi-polar (11-22) AlGaN 
overgrowth layer. This may involve the optimization of the reactor pressure, the flow rates of 
TMGa and TMAl, and the total flow of carrier gas. 
Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) might be considered to remove the strong arrow-
like features to improve the flatness of AlGaN surface, given the poor surface morphology in 
the high-Al-content samples. 
(3) Further improvement with other approaches 
To improve the crystal quality even further, other approaches might be considered. One 
approach may involve the AlGaN overgrowth on nano-rod templates. Since the lattice-
mismatch induced strain could be better managed by the nano-rod templates (refer to Conroy 
et al, J. Mater. Chem. C 3, 431 (2015)) compared to the micro-rod templates,  the crystal quality 
of AlGaN might be improved further. Another approach is to grow AlGaN on nano-porous 
GaN template, which is actually under test in our group. Such porous GaN template is obtained 
by the photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching to the n-doped as-grown GaN. It is expected that 
AlGaN grown on such nano-porous template will benefit from great strain relaxation and 
negligible misfit dislocation.  
(4) Semi-polar AlGaN MQWs growth 
Semi-polar AlGaN MQWs will grow on the overgrown AlGaN templates. The growth 
conditions for the QWs may be optimized by tuning the well and/or barrier width, the NH3 
flow rate and the growth rate of the QW.  
Characterization in these QW samples may also be performed to investigate the optical 
properties. This includes the investigation of QCSE within the semi-polar MQWs and optical 
polarization properties in semi-polar AlGaN MQWs with various Al compositions. 
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(5) N type and p type doping investigation 
Also, studies on the n-type and p-type doping of the semi-polar AlGaN are also included 
in the plan. Different dopant concentration will be tried to find the optimal condition. The 
mobility and concentration of electrons (n-type) and holes (p-type) in semi-polar AlGaN will 
be examined. For p-type semi-polar AlGaN, different doping approaches may be tried to 
achieve conductive layers, such as compositional-graded p-AlGaN. Besides, to make a ohmic 
contact to p-AlGaN, a thin GaN layer will be deposited on top of p-AlGaN as a contact layer. 
The thickness of p-GaN needs to optimized to reduce UV absorption and improve contact 
property.  
(6) Full UV device structure growth and characterization 
Finally, the full structural UV LEDs will be demonstrated. The structure of a semi-polar 
UV LED will consist of a thick un-doped AlGaN overgrowth layer, a Si-doped n-type AlGaN 
layer, several pairs of semi-polar AlGaN MQWs, a Mg-doped p-AlGaN electrons blocking 
layer, a p-AlGaN layer and a heavily doped p-GaN contact layer. The device performance of 
semi-polar AlGaN UV LEDs will be studied, including I-V curves, electroluminescence, light 
output power, etc. It is suggested to make comparison between the semi-polar UV devices and 
the standard c-plane counterparts, in terms of internal quantum efficiency, light output power 
and optical polarization property, etc. 
 
